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FROM THE EDITOR

I

n 2009 I went to the offices of the Legal Resources Centre to interview
Tembeka Ngcukaitobi who had just been appointed to head up its
constitutional litigation unit.
It seemed a quiet, ordinary day at the LRC, people in their offices at
their computers and not much else going on. We did the interview and
Jason Brickhill popped in to say hello. We all had a nice chat and then
it was time to go.
Jason and Tembeka were walking me to my car when loadshedding hit; we had to trek down the 16 flights of stairs. So, off we missioned down
these stairs, Tembeka, Jason and I, joking and chatting and laughing.
Except that at a point, I realised that I was talking to myself. The other two had
stopped on one of the landings and were having a hushed conversation that they didn’t
want Franny the Journalist to hear: about what they were “going to do about George”.
It took me a few seconds to realise that a) they were talking about the great George
Bizos; b) they called the great George Bizos “George”; and c) it was already past four
and somehow the great, but elderly, George Bizos was going to have to get down 16
flights of stairs.
I eavesdropped more and was struck further when I realised that this was not
the first time they had had this discussion. That despite load-shedding, which was
an almost daily occurrence at the time, this uncle was still insisting on going to work
every day. And that – while it could have been exasperating to his junior colleagues –
their discussion was respectful and patient; loving even.
I never knew Bizos personally and only met him once. But I saw him in action a
few times. I saw him – gloriously – argue for why Clive Derby-Lewis, who murdered
liberation hero Chris Hani, should not be paroled at that particular stage. I saw him at
the Marikana Commission. My personal favourite Bizos moment was at the Judicial
Service Commission when he questioned Justice Chris Jafta – not yet appointed to the
Constitutional Court – about the infamous visit of Western Cape Judge President John
Hlophe to the Constitutional Court when he – the justices alleged – tried to influence
the outcome of cases then pending before the highest court involving former president
Jacob Zuma. Justice Jafta was humming and hawing a little bit and Bizos would have
none of it. He was fabulous.
But it was that hushed conversation between Tembeka and Jason that I always
felt was most revealing about Bizos. I could never quite put my finger on why I was
so moved by these two busy and very clever lawyers trying to solve this practical
problem of how “George” would get down the stairs; and trying not to let me hear – to
protect his dignity.
But as I read the tributes and anecdotes we have collected for this edition, I think I
see why. I feel that, like many of the best counsel, Bizos had a touch of the showman
in him. But like only a few advocates, he went to work every day – and would climb
stairs – to be there for clients that had nothing; and that no one ever knew. For cases
that were not famous or glamorous. That he was there for countless people, and that
is why they were there for him. That his greatness as a lawyer was rooted in his deep
compassion as a human being.
And that perhaps this is why he inspired and encouraged generation upon
generation of lawyers, some of whom have written for us on the pages of Advocate.
As the year draws to a close, we are also hoping against hope that we will see an
end to the pandemic that has turned the world and life as we know it upside down.
In this edition, we have checked in with members on how the pandemic has affected
practice with a new survey and commissioned a substantive look by Michael Williams
at the way the pandemic impacted the courts.
It has been a tough year and very few of us have not experienced loss and grief
this year. From the team at Advocate, our sincere condolences to those who have.
Take care, be safe and rest well over December. A

The editor contributes to Advocate as an autonomous author. The views she
expresses are entirely her own, and do not purport to represent any view or
position of Advocate or of the GCB.
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GEORGE BIZOS SC:
THE BAR THEN AND
THE BAR TODAY

Craig Watt-Pringle SC, chair, General Council of the Bar of South Africa

I

n my contribution to the previous edition of Advocate, I
confidently stated that it would be my last. So much for the
best laid plans in 2020. The GCB was not able to hold a proper
conference in July and the decision was therefore made that the
current Exco and leadership would stay in place for the time
being.
My congratulations to the editor and editorial board of
Advocate and to the many contributors who provided interesting
and insightful content for the bumper August edition of
Advocate, which focussed on the pandemic.
In this edition, we mark the passing of George Bizos SC,
one of a very small band of advocates who was not only known
and respected by generations of his colleagues but who was a
household name both in South Africa and abroad. George, as
he was affectionately known and addressed by his colleagues,
regardless of their relative seniority, was an immigrant who
came to South Africa initially with his father in less than ideal
circumstances. In time, George embraced his new homeland
with a passion and zeal seldom exhibited by incolae. His
abhorrence of racial discrimination, unfairness and oppression
defined his career at the Bar and defined him as a towering
figure in the profession. Although George eventually receded
from active practice, he remained a vocal conscience of the
nation. Whilst his trademark slow diction grew even slower,
George’s utterances remained on point to the end. He is fondly
remembered and sadly missed.
The passing of Bizos SC again brings home to me how
fragmented the Bar has become and how, relatively speaking,
little we know about our colleagues. Some of the smaller
Bars still manage to accommodate all of their members in a
single building but this is not true of any of the larger Bars.
My experience in Johannesburg is a fair example of what has
also happened in Pretoria, Cape Town and Durban. Members
are housed in buildings which may not even be in the same
vicinity and even holding chambers together is no guarantee of
familiarity.

Up to about the turn of the millennium, when the great
migration from the Johannesburg CBD to Sandton commenced,
all members of the Bar were housed in two buildings across
the road from one another in Pritchard Street, most of us
appeared regularly across the road in the High Court where we
encountered one another at the bustling trial roll call and motion
courts. Those whom we did not encounter in court we would
most likely encounter in the common room at the well-attended
morning teas or at lunch. One member, who always attended
tea (for which there was no charge), but never lunch (for which
there was), impressed us with his unrivalled ability to pile 20
sandwiches on a small side plate. Right next to the common
room was the Bar’s well-equipped library where, before the
digital age, impecunious juniors made use of the law reports
and all members made use of textbooks, foreign law reports and
law journals in pursuit of the illusive point for use in court the
next day’s otherwise hopeless case. Colleagues were generally
willing to point you in the right direction and known experts in
particular fields of law gave freely of their time, either to provide
the much needed authority, or to advise you how hopeless your
case was.
And so it was that as a rank junior I was fortunate to meet
George Bizos SC at the lunch table and to listen to his seemingly
endless stream of tales of cases won (by him) and lost (by the
state). George had the relentless perseverance of a low range
diesel tractor. He managed, without appearing ill-mannered,
to continue speaking while he savoured his favourite smokedtrout salad for lunch. A pause in the conversation frequently was
used to mumble an excuse about an impending consultation and
make one’s escape.
The immutable rule of the common room, that no member
required an invitation to join any table, had the commendable
result that we, as juniors, had the opportunity to sit with very
senior members, some with legendary reputations, and get to
know them in a way that would be impossible today. The ethos
of the Bar, deeply engrained in these veterans of our profession,
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were discussed, taken for granted and thus passed on to the
younger generations of advocates.
My purpose in relating this is not to sound like a dinosaur
who hankers after a bygone era and wishes to see it revived.
The days of the Bar being housed in a single building and of
members meeting over the lunch table and in the library as we
did back in the day are over. Much of what happened at the
Johannesburg Bar now happens in the chambers occupied by
groups of advocates. The fact that we are now “virtually” able
to conduct our practices on our laptops and indeed facilitate
consultations, arbitrations and court hearings via our computer
screens means that we can practise anywhere, provided we
have stable wi-fi.
While the lockdown has opened our eyes to the convenience
of remote meetings and hearings, we are certainly losing
something in the process. Chambers are relatively deserted.
Some colleagues will not be seen for months on end. This is
more acutely so in the time of Covid, but this trend commenced
long before the time of Covid and is likely to be accentuated
in the years to come. The challenge will be to make prudent
use of technology whilst continuing to offer and benefit from
collegiality at the Bar – and to use that technology to further
those aims.
In conclusion (as this probably is my last contribution of
this kind), I must return to the theme of some of my previous
contributions. The advent of the Legal Practice Council as
statutory regulator of our profession has been confused by some
with the GCB and its constituent Bars which are voluntary
associations, not primarily there to regulate the profession
but rather to promote its interests. The latter is not the role
of the LPC and, as presently constituted, the LPC is unlikely
ever to embrace such a role given that advocates form a small
percentage of the members of the Council.

From 2021, the LPC intends to take over the training and
assessment of pupils. Although pupillage will still have to be
conducted through the Bars for our pupils, it is likely that the
examinations will be set and marked under the auspices of the
LPC.
There are many indications that the LPC does not share our
vision for the scope and standard of curriculum appropriate for
pupil advocates. The LPC appears wedded to the idea (contrary
to the scheme of the Legal Practice Act) that the training and
assessment of legal practitioners, be they candidate attorneys or
pupils, should be uniform. The result of this would be a dilution
of those aspects of the curriculum that focus on the work that
advocates do and in time and effort being spent on aspects
which are relevant to practice as an attorney but which have no
bearing on practice as an advocate.
If we are to maintain the standards of the Bar, it will be
necessary for us to continue to train and assess our own pupils
in parallel with the LPC. That is in essence what happened in
the pre-LPA era when those who aspired to practising within
the formal structures of the Bar and pursuant to its pupillage
and national Bar examinations joined the Bar, and those who
did not, practised as “independents”.
Despite pupillage delaying graduates’ entrance into the
profession, there has never been a shortage of applicants
for pupillage at GCB-affiliated Bars. The reasons for that are
obvious: it follows that the GCB and its constituent Bars remain
as relevant as ever and possibly even more so. We allow these
structures to fragment and disappear at our peril.
Which brings me back to George, who believed in the Bar
and who never lost interest in its welfare. We ought to emulate
his passion for an institution which, although imperfect and
ever evolving, represents the gold standard in our profession. A

“There are many indications
that the LPC does not
share our vision for the
scope and standard of
curriculum appropriate for
pupil advocates. The LPC
appears wedded to the idea
(contrary to the scheme of
the Legal Practice Act) that
the training and assessment
of legal practitioners, be
they candidate attorneys or
pupils, should be uniform.
The result of this would be a
dilution of those aspects of the
curriculum that focus on the
work that advocates do.”
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Free State Bar
Contributed by Jacyn Mitchley

2020

will be remembered as a
very challenging year for the
Free State Society of Advocates and South
Africans in general. While most members
are perhaps feeling a bit battered, there
is certainly light at the end of the tunnel,
and our members continue to rise to
each challenge. Some amusement can
be derived from moments where not
only our members but also our esteemed
Judges navigated the ups and downs of
videoconferencing court sessions.
We are also cognisant of the challenges
that our pupils, their mentors and
lecturers have faced. Fortunately, the size
of our Society permitted the continuance
of classes, subject to masks and social
distancing. However, it was rather surreal
for all involved. We also wish our pupils
the best of luck while they anxiously
await the outcome of their exams.

New Bar Council
Our AGM took place on 23 June 2020,
a particularly frigidly cold afternoon.
Members will certainly remember the
occasion, as the Society was forced to hold
the AGM in our basement parking due to
Covid-19 social distancing considerations.
Despite the cold, our new Bar Council
received a very warm welcome!
We congratulate our new Bar Council.
They will be led by Neil Snellenburg
SC and Stefan Grobler SC who are
respectively our returning chairperson
and our new deputy chairperson. They
are supported by Seef Hefer SC, Willem
Edeling SC, Bejile Mene SC, Tiaan Pienaar,
Stelios Tsangarakis, Ilze Sander, Kristle
Peterson and our honorary secretary
Christoff Coetzer.
The Society wishes to thank our
outgoing Bar Council. Their hard work
navigating the chaos of the lockdown is
certainly appreciated. We also wish the
new Bar Council strength and luck with
their duties going forward.

The AGM held in the basement parking due to Covid-19 social distancing considerations

New Members
The Society is delighted to welcome back
Anchen Coetzee as a member. Coetzee
was a member between 2011 – 2015,
following which she practised privately
for approximately five years before
returning to the Society. We hope that her
practice will flourish.

Farewells
The Society bids farewell to Henriette
Murray SC, Paul Heymans and Rudi
Cronje, all members for over a decade.
They are sorely missed, but we look
forward to running into them at court.
The Society further bids farewell to
our office administrative assistant Juanita
Bezuidenhout, who relocated to Pretoria
at the end of June. Mrs Bezuidenhout
served the Society for 21 years, and her
sunny personality is already missed.

ACTING APPOINTMENTS
We are pleased to see that Stefan
Grobler SC has been appointed as an
acting judge for the third term. While
his presences at chambers is missed,
his extensive knowledge of public law
will surely contribute to the Free State
High Court. We are also delighted to
welcome back Ilze van Rhyn, who
once again enriched our division
while acting for the first and second
terms. A

Cobus Buys teaching a pupillage class
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Cape Bar

CHEERS – CAPE’S
GOT TALENT!
by Sascha e Câmara

O

ur very own boutique winemaker,
Donald Ackerman, who practises
at the George Bar, has turned his hobby
into an award-winning enterprise – his
latest hobby horse has come in among
the top 10 in the country for its kind
(Pinot Noir).
His hobby began in 2013 and his
intended wine required a name. This
he chose by following a trail of virtual
breadcrumbs while researching the
history of Cape Agulhas (where his first
grapes were sourced): “Flying Cloud”,
after probably the most famous Clipper
Ship ever built – by a man coincidentally
named Donald (McKay).

Fast-forward to 2018, when the grapes
for this Pinot Noir were picked, lovingly
cherished, alchemically transformed into
wine and, finally, bottled on 6 December
2019. This particular hobby horse was
named “Sovereign of the Seas”.
A few short months later, “Flying
Cloud, Sovereign of the Seas” 2018 was
chosen to be among the top 10 of such
wines in the Winemag.co.za/Prescient
Pinot Noir Report 2020. The report
mentions that this particular cultivar is “a

notoriously difficult grape to
work with on account of how
fragile it is”, but one would
assume that Donald’s
other “real” work at the Bar
would have prepared him
well.

Notes
1 https://winemag.co.za/wine/best/pinot-noir/

Advocate: The South African Bar Journal
Guidelines for writers
1. Advocate is the mouthpiece of the
South African Bar. It is a professional
journal which provides information
and guidance on developments in
the profession and the administration
of justice. Contributions on subjects
which are of practical importance to
members of the Bar are welcomed,
and will receive priority.
2. All manuscripts must be in MS Word
or WordPerfect format, double-spaced
throughout, including references
and footnotes. An article should not
exceed 3 000 words. Letters, notes
and reports should generally not
exceed 1 000 words. Shorter pieces,
and clear, communicative writing, are
preferred.
		 Legal jargon derived from pleadings
(e.g. ‘thereby’, ‘thereof ’ etc) should
be avoided.
		 A contribution must preferably be
sent by e-mail as an attachment to a
message.
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3. Contributions and letters should be
addressed to:
The Editor, Advocate
Email: franny.rabkin@gcbsa.co.za
Postal: PO Box 786878, SANDTON,
			 2146
Tel: +27 (0) 82 927 5536 (editor)
4. Material is considered for publication
on the understanding that:
• it has not been published or
submitted for publication
elsewhere;
• the editorial committee and the
editor have reserved the right
to edit it as to style, length and
language;
• the writer has carefully checked
quotations and references for
accuracy;
• it is written in clear, jargon-free
language, and has linguistically
been reviewed and checked for
errors.

5. The writer ’s academic and
professional qualifications, and also
his or her occupation or professional
status must be stated.
6. Footnotes should, if possible, be
avoided. Case references should
preferably be incorporated into the
text. When referring to a book the
publisher and date of publication
should be mentioned. In the case
of articles the name of the writer,
the title of the article and the date
of publication should be indicated.
Where footnotes are unavoidable,
they should be numbered
consecutively in superscript in the
text, and reproduced at the end of
the article. If there are only a few
footnotes, asterisks may be used.
Further details on Advocate’s house style
are available from the editor at the above
address. A
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Congratulations to all Cape Bar 2019 pupils who have become members

MUNEI
BADANTSWANA
LLB (2012) University
of Venda

CLARENCE CATIN
BTech, MBA, LLB
(2007, 2011,2015)
UNISA

MITCHELL DE BEER
LLB, LLM
(2014, 2018)
WITS, Notre Dame

CEI FEHR
BA, BA Hons, LLB
(2007, 2008, 2011)
Rhodes, UCT

ZIA-UL-HAQ HAFFEJEE
BA, LLB, LLM (2013, 2016,
2018) UCT

VITIMA JERE
BSc Soc Sci, LLB, LLM
(2013, 2014, 2017)
UCT

RUTH MATSHAKA
LLB (2017)
UNISA

JACQUELINE McCARTHY
LLB (2018)
UNISA

ETIÉNNE MENTOOR
LLB (2013)
UWC

THEMBILE MSUSENI
BComm, BPhil, LLB
(1993,2006,2016)
University of Transkei,
UNISA

ANNERETHA
OOSTHUIZEN
BA Acc LLB
(2016) Stellenbosch

KESSLER
PERUMALSAMY
LLB, LLM (2016, 2017)
UWC, Michigan

ALISTAIR PRICE
B Bus Sci, LLB, B Civil
Law, PhD (2003, 2005,
2009, 2013) UCT, Oxford,
Cambridge

RUSTIN RAVAT
LLB (2012) Stellenbosch

NEVENKA RISTIC
BA, Hons, MA, LLB
(2003, 2005, 2005, 2018)
Rhodes, UCT

JANDRE ROBBERTZE
BAcc, LLB
(2010) Stellenbosch

DUGALD ROBERTSON
BA, LLB
(2013, 2016)
UCT

ORIT SHEFER-PRAHM
LLB, LLM
(2005, 2011)
Wits

ZELEK SING
LLB
(2014)
UWC

STACEY-LEIGH
SUNDELSON
BComm, LLB (2004,
2016) RAU, UNISA

ADRI THIART
BA Law, LLB, BPhil, LLM
(2013, 2015, 2015, 2016)
Stellenbosch

ACHMAT TOEFY
BA, LLB (1994, 1997)
UCT

ERIKA VAN ROOYEN
LLB (2015)
UWC

MICHAEL VAN STADEN
LLB, LLM (2014)
UNISA

ACTING APPOINTMENTS FROM THE CAPE BAR IN 2020

PATRICK WAINWRIGHT
BSoc Sci, LLB
(2009, 2012)
UCT

DAVID WHITCOMB
BComm, LLB
(2011, 2013)
Stellenbosch

Fred Sievers SC (1st ;2nd & 3rd terms)
Bryan Hack (1st ;2nd & 3rd terms)
Wesley Vos (1st term)
Ncumisa Mayosi (1st & 3rd terms)
Tanya Golden SC (1st term)
Adré Heese (2nd term)

Alma de Wet (2nd term)
Almero de Villiers (2nd term)
Penelope Magona (3rd term)
Michelle Norton SC (3rd term)
Henri Loots SC (3rd term) A
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KwaZulu-Natal Bar
Contributed by Muhammad Zakaria Suleman

cross the country, like never before,
Covid-19 has forced us to consider
how to efficiently organise gatherings.
Annual General Meetings are one of
them. Not only are they mandatory
but also require that members be in
attendance. On 12 September 2020 the
KwaZulu-Natal Bar held its first online
AGM. It was a successful meeting with
more than 75 members present from both
the senior and junior bar.
At this AGM, the outgoing chairperson,
Griffits Madonsela SC, reflected on the
bar during Covid-19. He commended
the advocates at the KZN Bar for
their resilience and adaptability to the
unforeseen circumstances of 2020. One of
the highlights was the KZN Bar council’s
resolution to immediately suspend the
payment of subscriptions and to establish
a relief fund to assist members who are
acutely affected by the pandemic. This
was done in an attempt to assist members,
particularly junior members, with the
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financial challenges that came with the
different levels of lockdown and the
deleterious effect on their practices. A
further measure to curb the effect of the
lockdown was to permit members to apply
to share chambers and be exempted from
strict compliance with the housing rules.
The KZN Bar appointed Barry Skinner
SC as its new chairperson. We thank
Madonsela SC for his tireless efforts and
wish Skinner SC all the best for his term.
Other areas of the KZN Bar have also
moved with the times and embraced
technological advancement:
Motion Courts in Durban and
Pietermaritzburg have continued to
operate during the lower lockdown levels;
and opposed motions are heard virtually,
in court or on paper, according to the
directives of the presiding judge and on
request from parties.
It was announced through a practice
directive that trials will re-commence
in the KwaZulu-Natal High Court on

24 August 2020. Together with the ease
of lockdown regulations, this meant
members were able to reintegrate their
High Court trial practices; had more
chamber time; and were a further step to
getting back to “normal” practice.
The Durban and Pretoria Bars held a
joint online intermediate trial advocacy
training on the evenings of 15 and 17
September. It was well attended and
allowed practitioners between three and
five years the opportunity to adapt to
online advocacy, together with training
in the traditional methods of advocacy
training.
The year 2020 has also seen an
expansion of approved chambers in KZN,
with some members moving out of the
CBD and taking chambers in Umhlanga
and Kloof, Durban.
There are two new sets of chambers
in Umhlanga. These are the Umhlanga
Chambers and Ridge Chambers overlooking the newly developed and

Nic Aberdein/adobestock.com
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IN MEMORIAM
Sthembile Rosemary Cele

expanding Umhlanga business areas
and the glistening Indian ocean. The
Umhlanga Chambers served as satellite
chambers before being approved by the
Bar Council as a fully recognised set of
chambers, while the Ridge Chambers
were approved before members began
taking occupation earlier this year.
The chambers situated in Kloof are
known as Chambers West. They are
surrounded by greenery, adjacent to
the M13 highway in the quiet western
suburbs of Durban. “Chambers West” was
coined by the late and well-loved Peter
Combrinck JA (a former Chairman of
KZN Bar) and have been adopted in his
memory.
The time has also come for the KZN
Bar to assess, interview and deliberate on
this year’s pupillage applications for 2021
whilst the current pupils patiently await
their results. All the current and future
pupils are wished the best of luck!

Sthembile Rosemary Cele and I, along
with 14 other colleagues were called
to the Bar in 2017. She served her
pupilage with MJ Ngcobo. Both of our
pupil masters sat at Advocates Group
One at The Marine which made it
convenient for us to travel to court
together for our compulsory criminal
trial attendances.
We went on to occupy chambers
next door to each other. Occasionally,
we would share the experience of the
day – tough judges and magistrates
share a laugh and celebrate the
milestones in our careers. I have fond
memories of her twinkling eyes and
how her face would light up every
time she laughed.
Mam’ Cele or Mrs Cele, as I called
her, was a resilient and tenacious
woman.
Her sudden and unexpected
passing has left many of us who
worked with her shattered.
Hamba Kahle Mbokodo!
Zandile Qono-Reddy

When I arrived in Newcastle in 1993
to serve my articles at Mlotshwa and
Partners attorneys, Sthembile was a lay
bookkeeper/typist in our firm. In 1994
my principal bought a house in town
and offered the property to Sthembile
and I to live in for free. It became our
home for two years. She treated me
like her younger brother and often
called me to order whenever she felt
I was overdoing anything, from holy
waters to girls. Sthembile went on
to become an attorney and gained
employment at the Master’s Office in
Durban. We later both went on to join
the KZN Bar.
My last encounter with Sthembile
was when she appeared before
me as counsel in a matter in the
Magistrates’ Court. This was the
Monday of the week that she fell sick
and subsequently passed away. For
me this was a fitting end to our long
friendship which will forever be one of
my treasured memories.
May her soul rest in eternal peace.
Impela asakhile lapha emhlabeni.
Makhosini Nkosi
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KwaZulu-Natal

PARENT TRAP A TRIBUTE TO PARENTS DURING COVID-19
by Kellie-Kirsty Hennessy and Levanya Moodley, Society of Advocates, Kwa-Zulu-Natal

P

re-Covid-19, an advocate’s natural
habitat was at chambers, surrounded
by well-aged leather-bound volumes,
the lingering aroma of roasted coffee
beans, quiet collegial banter and, when
necessary, pure unadulterated silence.
In an instant, the world as we knew it
ended. The hard lockdown barred access
to both chambers and schools and left
many a bewildered advocate to work
from home. This meant for many parents
the unenviable position of working in
conditions of 24-hours of unfettered
access to their children. This article turns
the spotlight on these unsung heroes
– advocates from our own ranks – who
managed the task of juggling mischievous
children and work commitments, and
bringing with them their tales of survival.
DICTATION DILEMA
For one of our collegues who experienced
first hand the energy levels of a six-yearold, he found himself to be unfairly
matched. While furiously dictating
urgent heads of argument at home, our
colleague encountered his six-year-old
who simply wanted to play. “Not now” said
the exasperated father, and he continued
with his dictation. The six-year-old stared
at our colleague in defiance, listening
to him dictate, standing hands on her
hips, pouting. In frustration and with
the dramatic capacity only a six-year-old
could muster, she eventually stamped
her foot and in a mocking tone, shouted
“FULL STOP! NEW PARAGRAPH!” while
running out the door, leaving our colleague
stunned, gawping after his daughter.
ZOOM SCHOOL
The advent of “Zoom school” left
numerous children, far too small for
conference calls, listening to teachers and
classmates through sketchy connections.
“One day I heard my son laughing
hysterically. I came inside the room
to check on him and it was clear that
his classmate had fallen asleep while
on Zoom, and the teacher was trying
to get his attention. It was strange to
witness all these children laughing on
Zoom in hysteria, while all on mute”.
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The pressure on parents to coax children
into completing home-school assignments
and balance work commitments is not
to be understated. When members were
asked what they had learned about
themselves as parents during this time,
one colleague responded: “I learned that
I am grateful to be an advocate and not a
teacher.”
CHAMBERS
Now that the dust has settled and many
of us have returned to chambers – life
is somewhat restored to a pre-Covid-19
“normal,” albeit with masks and hand
sanitizer. However, we can not deny
that our way of life has changed forever.
In chatting to one rather traditional and
very senior colleague, he mentioned in
disappointment that there were very few
cars in the parking lot at chambers these
days and commented that chambers have
become “as silent as a mortuary”. It is true
that since chambers re-opened, advocates,
especially those who are parents have
chosen to remain at home. As one of them
said:
“As a mother of a new baby, the
opportunity to standardise working
from home and operating on Zoom/
Teams has been most welcome.
I, together with many of other
colleagues, have realised how much of
our work can now be done remotely.
It has also limited the need to travel to
different provinces for meetings and
hearings.”

CHANGING THE
CONVERSATION
Although it is always important to look
at the lighter side of life, the underlying
and sombre reality is the impact Covid-19
has had on the practices of many parents
at the Bar. Without income, domestic
helpers, nannies or support structures
in place, there is no doubt that members
who are parents were hardest hit by
Covid-19. The impact is far reaching, and
it is ill-advised to think that everything
will simply go on as normal. As said by
the American former first lady, Michelle
Obama:

“Things are different. We can’t keep
operating like everything is the same,
and that’s what many of us have done.
And I think it’s up to us to change the
conversation.”

In order to “change the conversation”
for parents at the Bar, a survey was sent
out to members to gather their unique
experiences. One member wrote of her
difficulties faced as a single mother,
working from home with schools closed
and no support:
“the ban on travel and visitation meant
that I had no domestic assistance
even when levels four and five were
implemented.”

Another mother stated:
“I had to take over teaching my child
via [a] school online platform which
impacted on my work time. The school
teaching programme took place daily
from approximately 7am to midday.”

In considering the devastating financial
impact of Covid-19, even for those
colleagues who are parents of children
who are out of the house, one member
stated:
“I can’t retire now, I have to work until
I am 93.”

Another stated:
“Covid had an adverse effect on my
practice – I had no income.”

In asking what measures or policies
should be in place to assist parents at the
Bar, especially those who had no income
and still had the expenses of schools and
chambers, one member suggests:
“It is simple – allow at least 12 months
of practising from home. In deserving
financially proven cases, the Bar is to
pick up at least half of their chamber’s
costs during 12 months.”

What follows is the personal journey
one of our members, Levanya Moodley,
who finds herself a new mum and a
new practising advocate under Covid-19
conditions - all in the same year…

KwaZulu-Natal

“

My dream of becoming a ‘lawyer’,
surely came to me during my matric
year after bartering with the option of
journalism or law. So began the journey of
the Legum Baccalaureus.
After being in a litigation practice for
a few years, my ambition grew toward
advocacy which certainly became a shortterm plan in motion.
For several years, I made it my mission
to usurp all that I could as an attorney and
enthusiastically I found myself realising
my dream of becoming an advocate.
In 2019 I gave up my career as an
attorney and made my way to the Bar,
from the City of Gold, to the sunny East
Coast, to embark on pupillage.
Along with pupillage at the KZN Bar,
I found myself further embarking on new
journeys, which one does not seem to
always systematically add into their long
or short term plans. Those further plans
entailed becoming a wife and a mother
alongside building a practice.
My year of pupillage had truly
brought about a new meaning of what
a “passion for the law” really entailed.
Being pregnant during pupillage showed
me the dedication needed to endure the
arduous journey ahead of me and taught
me to look within for the strength and
courage needed to accomplish my goal of
becoming an advocate.
After successfully completing
pupillage in 2019 with all the starry-eyed
optimism of being a brand-new advocate,
we found ourselves having to deal with
the dreaded reality of Covid-19. It was
possibly the worst time to commence
practice, and the financial constraints
that came with it was nothing short of
burdensome.

The glaringly obvious impact of
Covid-19 was the vast uncertainty this
disease brought along with it. Our
country was under a hard lockdown,
facing a national state of emergency.
We closed our doors – to our family
friends, colleagues and, most significantly,
our practices for months.
Being an advocate mother during
Covid-19 has brought about a different
way of life for me, especially in the
following respects:1. I have learned the importance of
spending quality time with my
new little family;
2. I found myself researching every
chance I got and wanting to keep
abreast of legislation and case law,
in the hope of not falling behind
with my legal knowledge and
skills;
3. I signed up for pro bono to help
those in need (as charitable causes
are important to me);
4. when I did get briefs, I found
myself working after my baby had
gone to bed after 8pm, at times
until 2am, as I needed alone time
to concentrate and became focused
on getting work out as efficiently
as possible, and
5. the support of my husband was
crucial, he graciously rescheduled
his workday to assist me when I
needed to virtually consult.
The negative impact of Covid-19 on my
practice has weighed heavily on me this
year. Despite not being able to bill much,
I found myself not being able to network,
thereby restricting my ability to meet colleagues. I also could not afford a nanny or
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additional support during the year, which
meant having to mostly be a mom.
Being an advocate mom brings about
great challenges. Especially learning how
to build my practice, networking in a new
city and the necessity to have shortened
but quality time with colleagues. There
is no doubt a further, more sinister
subconscious element which lays deep
seated in new mothers at the Bar, and
that is the constant internal fight to
not be viewed as “incompetent” to our
colleagues.
I maintain the view that splitting
one’s self into being a new mother and a
professional is no doubt one of the most
rewarding struggles. The good fight in
maintaining the momentum of practice
and juggling motherhood ensures that
our passion for the law always wins and
equally strives to fight alongside being a
nurturer.
I always keep at the forefront of
my journey the oath I took upon being
admitted as a legal practitioner. The
ethics surrounding being an officer
of the court and more importantly,
the significance of our roles in the
community in ensuring that the citizens
of our beautiful, democratic country,
have their rights protected, preserved
and articulated in the most effective
and unprejudiced manner. There is no
doubt that the onset of Covid-19 has not
only impacted on the practices of new
mothers at the Bar but also on every
aspect of their personal lives as well.
There is no doubt that advocate moms
deserve recognition for holding down
the fort, their families and their practices
during the most unprecedented times in
our history.

”

As seen, the lockdown has redefined the
traditional barriers of family and work. It
has ignited our imaginations to the poten
tial capacity of technology, and how it
may be used in practice to aid work-life
flexibility. The doors to a family-orientated
approach to work have been flung wide
open. It has also alerted members to change
the conversation and embrace measures to
redress the effects of Covid-19. A
Kellie-Kirsty Hennessy (LLB) (UJ); (LLM)
(STELL), Advocate at the Society of Advocates, Kwazulu-Natal and Levanya Moodley LLB (UP), Advocate at the Society of
Advocates, Kwa-Zulu-Natal
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TRIBUTE TO
BADRIKA
NARAN
by Helen Ayerst, Port Elizabeth Bar

W

e are profoundly saddened by the
sudden death of Badrika Naran,
a member of the Port Elizabeth Bar, on
4 July 2020, after she contracted the
notorious Covid-19.
Badrika, being a Port Elizabeth girl
through and through, was born on 7
February 1975 in Port Elizabeth. She
attended Woolhope Secondary High
School in Malabar until she was eligible
for admission to Lawson Brown High
School where, upon her acceptance, she
was one of the first scholars of colour
to attend the school. She went on to
graduate from the Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University, where she
obtained an LLB degree. While studying
part-time, she dedicated many hours to
enriching the lives of the children of the
SOS Children’s Home in Schauderville,
Port Elizabeth by teaching them English
and Afrikaans. She married her husband,
Shakeel Dar, in 2011.
Badrika quickly made her mark
when she joined our bar in December
2006 and was one of the youngest
members to serve on the bar council.
She was an active participant in all bar
affairs and made particularly valuable
contributions as a member of Advocates
for Transformation and the pupillage
committee, not to mention being a
competent advocacy trainer of the pupil
members. She was deprived of a long
and, in all likelihood, distinguished
career having been invited to interview
for the aspirant judges course to be held,
but for the national lockdown, during
July this year.
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She was a popular and highly engaged
member of the bar, fiercely protective of
its ethos. She will be remembered for her
welcoming smile, words of wisdom to all
members – not just the pupil and junior
members – of our bar. Her absence will be
hard-felt by all, even by those who only
had brief dealings with Badrika.
On a personal note, I will miss
Badrika, or Rika as she was affectionately
known by most, immensely. She was my
friend, colleague, confidante and, many
a time, my worthy opponent. We spent
many hours in her chambers drinking
coffee or, better still, wine, talking about
life at the Bar, life in general, and at times,

some of our incorrigible male colleagues
whom, I might add, were all very dear to
Badrika.
A few of us were lucky enough to
spend time with Badrika in chambers,
shortly prior to her passing, which was a
welcome respite from the harsh reality of
lockdown.
She is survived by her husband
Shakeel, mother Susheila Naran and
extended family.
Farewell dear colleague, your
collegiality and friendship will be sorely
missed by us all. A
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TRIBUTES TO SIMMY
LEBALA SC
by Jannet Gildenhuys SC, Chairperson of
the Pretoria Society of Advocates
Simmy Lebala SC was a proud member
of the Pretoria Society of Advocates for 26
years. He was granted senior status on 20
December 2008 and selflessly served on
the Society’s Bar Council for eight years.
Lebala SC was a true advocate. He
had an innate sense of what was equitable
and championed the cause of the most
vulnerable amongst us. The Society and
the profession are indebted to him for his
commitment to transformation at the Bar.
What I remember best is the respect
with which he treated his colleagues,
whether they were opposing him or
not, and his impatience with those who
treated their opponents with disrespect.
He was held in high regard by his
colleagues who describe him as having
been a gentleman, soft spoken, kind,
compassionate, passionate, ethical and
honest.
His passing is truly a loss to his
colleagues at the Pretoria Society of
Advocates and the profession at large.
Our deepest condolences go out to his
family and friends.

by Matlhaba Manala
Whenever a person passes, especially one
who is well within normal life expectancy,
we usually express our shock with the
expression that it was an “untimely
death”, as though there is ever a point
when the news of someone’s death is
accepted as timely.
Colleagues, our esteemed friend and
polite brother Simmy has passed. He
has succumbed after a long battle with
colon cancer. He wrestled cancer for a
formidable 16 years. He not only mounted
a fierce battle, but he also lived a life that
many of us should aspire and endeavour
to emulate. His was a remarkable life, full
of character and stature.
A particular trait of his that must be
singled out, as we draw lessons from his
life, was his inclination to compliment
and to commend people, of all creeds. In
his presence, no effort, especially on the
part of those who needed cheering up
and validation, would go unnoticed. He
would burst out with “excellent, excellent,
excellent!” and would stop just shy of
ululating. In such small yet profound
ways, he would encourage the weak and
the marginalised never to fear making
their voices heard.
Another attribute of his that comes
especially to mind was his tolerance
of different views. Indeed, he also
encouraged the airing of differences,

such that you might think his aim was to
have all views on the floor only to assail
or rubbish them – but that was never the
case. He was a man adept at objective
reasoning and was a master of effortless
persuasion, regardless of the identity of
his opponent. Simmy was also a very
affectionate man, who was never shy to
display his emotions publicly.
Thinking of him now gives one
pleasure, so much that one must
repeatedly remember him. His command
of language and his ability to express
almost every thought in words lightened
even the most difficult days. Our AFT
branch meetings were very colourful
whenever he was in attendance. He
marshalled the young troops with a clear
sense of vision, as he would say, “I see a
forest where you see just trees”.
He believed in advocacy, he
encouraged selflessness and hard work.
Most of all, he inspired fortitude and
believed in each one’s destiny to reach the
stars. May Simmy’s passionate interest
in the lives of his colleagues spark us
into caring about, and loving, each other.
Farewell, our dear brother, you will
forever be in our thoughts. A
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OUPA MOTAUNG’S DEATH
OVER LOCKDOWN IS
MOURNED

LALA NGOXOLO SIS’
NONTLANTLA
by Fumisa Ngqele

by Sarel Bekker SC
It is with great sadness that we mourn the
loss of Oupa Motaung, who passed away
on 28 September 2020 as a result of Covid19-related complications.
Holding BProc, LLB and LLM
(Taxation) degrees from Wits, Oupa
practised as an attorney and, later, as a
director of MMM Attorneys in Sandton,
until the end of 2016.
On 11 July 2017, he was admitted as
an advocate and started his pupillage
with Fana Nalane SC. On 4 December that
year, Oupa joined the JSA and became
a member of Group One, at Sandown
Village. When the Group moved in March
2019, Oupa joined the Rivonia Group,
holding chambers at 2 Pybus Road.
Oupa was well-liked, appreciated
and respected by his colleagues. He had
a busy commercial practice, in which he
often acted for SOEs and other organs
of state in matters relating to public
procurement and state capture – where
he always acted on the side of justice.
Despite some of those matters being
politically sensitive, comprising cover-ups
by clients or involving dubious characters,
Oupa never hesitated to speak his mind
to the client (and, where necessary, the
attorney) clearly and directly, pointing
out the wrongdoing and its enabling
mechanism. He always insisted that the
correct thing be done.
On 26 May 2018, Oupa was appointed
as a member of the board of Transnet,
where he served with distinction until
his untimely death. He played a crucial
role in ensuring stability at Transnet at a
difficult time and established a platform
in the organisation to improve both its
governance and commercial performance.
Oupa rose to prominence from his
humble beginnings as a farm labourer’s
son. Throughout his youth, he had done
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jobs for extra money to afford his basic
education and, later, to pursue his studies.
As a boy, he milked cows and mowed the
lawn on the farm, at university he had no
qualms about cleaning toilets.
We will remember him as a softspoken, decent, well-mannered and hardworking person.
Through his death, the Bar has lost a
strong juristic mind, a courageous fighter
against state capture and, above all, a man
of exemplary integrity. Our thoughts are
with his wife, Mabotsa, and their four
children.

It is 5 December 2017, almost two
months before the start of my pupillage
year. I wake up to an e-mail from my
mentor with instructions on my first
assignment, which highlight that it is due
on 15 December. I have not yet started
pupillage and my mentor is already
preparing me in advance for the year
to come. I knew right then that I had a
committed and diligent mentor.
Sis’ Nontlantla Yina was my mentor
and I was her pupil. I thought that our
relationship would start and end there.
However, it extended far beyond that.
She quickly became more than a mentor
to me. She was also a sister, a friend; we
came to rely on each other a lot.
When 2018 started, she told me that
I was her first pupil. Little did we then
both know that I would also be her last
one.
She was very open to me about
the challenges she was facing with her
health. She would say: “Fumisa, I’m such
a hard worker, but you haven’t witnessed
that because the medication I’m taking
is affecting my work ethic.” She would
always mention that she was sad that I
didn’t get to see her at her best.
Despite her ill-health, she was an
excellent professional with a wideranging and demanding practice. At the
start of every week, I would watch her
leave a tray of bottles of water in the
refrigerator at Thulamela. This would be
in preparation for her consultations later
in the week. Her chambers were always
neat and all her files were the same
colour. She took great care of how she
presented herself.
She was graceful and very reserved.
She usually kept to herself.
The fact that she chose to mentor me
when she was battling with her health
is a true testament of her strength and
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Tributes

RICHARD MAXWELL’S
UNEXPECTED DEATH
LEAVES A VOID
by Gillian Benson

Nontlantla Yina with Fumisa Ngqele

courage. It is also a testament to her
commitment to serving and empowering
others.
Sis’ Nontlantla empowered me in so
many ways and I am deeply saddened
that she will not be here to witness the
impact that she has had on her pupil and
to see that her sacrifices were not in vain.
She leaves behind her husband, Bhut’
Makhosi Gwala SC, and her two children.
Wanga umphefumlo wakho ungaphumla
ngoxolo, side sibuye sihlangane ngomhla
wovuko kwakusa.

It was just another typical morning
in trial roll call in Court GC, when
I was attempting to obtain an
instruction from my attorney sitting
next to me. But she did not register
my attempts at all. Her gaze was
fixed elsewhere and she was in a
trance. When I turned to look what
had enraptured her, it made perfect
sense. She was staring at Advocate
Richard Maxwell!
Richard was a firm favourite
with the ladies, but behind his
handsome face, there was a
Richard Maxwell with DJP Mojapelo at his retirement
unique depth to him. Richard
roll call
was incredibly private. He could
discuss an array of topics quite
He entertained us with historical facts
animatedly, and yet even those few of us
and amusing anecdotes. Coursing up the
who knew him better than most found
west coast to Milaig on a train, he made us
that we actually knew very little about
laugh till we cried.
him. Richard had a delightfully dry sense
But mostly, and always, he spoke of his
of humour, and his sharp wit was often lost little boy, whom he loved deeply. Richard’s
on his audience.
passion for the law was only outweighed
While I had known Richard since he
by his passion for his family. He spoke of
first joined the Bar, our friendship grew
them constantly.
when we shared stories of our respective
Before the lockdown, we discussed
surgical recoveries, at the infamous Nilde’s. traveling together to Portugal in June on
I had recently had a knee replacement
another collegial adventure. Little did we
because of an old skiing injury. But
know that his heart would give way, in the
Richard’s story was far more dramatic:
very same week we had planned to travel.
he had undergone extensive hip surgery
For all of his friends at the bar, it feels
to repair the injuries he had sustained
so surreal. We did not have a chance to
when an aircraft he had been travelling in
say goodbye. As the realisation creeps in
collided. Miraculously, he survived.
that we won’t see his “baby blues” again,
Over many months, we watched
we cannot stop missing him. Our deepest
Richard slowly heal from his injuries, as he condolences to his family, his little boy
sanguinely navigated Pritchard Street on
and his girlfriend. The Bar has lost a
crutches, his briefs always stowed safely in
shining gem.
his backpack.
Richard later accompanied Ayesha
Tiry, Michael Barselaar and me to the
2016 International Bar Conference, in
Edinburgh. Needless to say, the Scottish
lassies swooned over our handsome friend!
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THANDO NTSONKOTA
PASSES AFTER A BATTLE WITH
CANCER
by Lwandile Sisilana
Thando Ntsonkota, who passed away
last November, was a member of the
JSA and Group 621. He was a valued
friend since the ‘90s. He died of cancer,
which had lain undiagnosed and,
within months of diagnosis, took his
life. He was 49 years old. Thando did
his pupillage with Ngwako Maenetje
SC. Thereafter, he took chambers at 621
where he practised primarily in labour
law.
We will always remember his
whistle down the corridors of 621. We
will remember his jokes, his tales of
Atteridgeville. His answer to “How
are you?” always was “Nog swart en
arm”. He was a jazz man, a dancer, and
a dedicated runner. “Masterpieces”
Moripe, one of the first black soccer
players to play overseas, was once
asked upon arriving in Japan where
he was from: he answered “Oustaad”,
Atteridgeville. Thando thought this
very funny and would hold onto you
whilst laughing at his own jokes. If
something was difficult, say pupillage,
Thando would say “pupillage is nie pap
en morogo”.
Thando always prized being genuine
above all things. He hated all artifice. He
was particularly impatient with people
who, because materially successful,
looked down upon others. He believed
that family was important, and would
often ask me about my family members
and about how they were doing. Even
the practice of law had for him its
proper place in life. He did not regard
professional success as what mattered in
life. He thought and believed that there
was something called “life”, and that our
role was to live it.
Robala pila ma se kind.
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TRIBUTE TO THANDO
NTSONKOTA
by Benny Makola
In his epic poem Lays of Ancient Rome,
Horatius, Macaulay records Horatius as
having said:
“Then out spake brave Horatius,
The Captain of the Gate;
‘to every man upon this earth,
Death cometh soon or late
And how can man die better
Than facing fearful odds,
For the ashes of his fathers,
And the temples of the Gods?”

To Thando death came sooner.
Thando was literally full of life,
and he wanted to live. The gods were
unkind to him. He tried to make the
most of life once he learnt that he had
very limited time to do so. I wonder
what sort of agony he must have
gone through when he learnt about
his imminent demise. He was told in
September 2019 that he had six months
to live. Alas, it wasn’t to be. Thando died
soon thereafter, about six weeks later. It
was painful to see him being ravaged
by cancer. A man at his prime, fit as a
fiddle. Bruinders SC described him as
having the body of a Greek god. Cancer
was too much even for him.
In his book The Last Lecture, Randy
Pausch says this of hearing that he
had only a few months left: “While I
could easily feel sorry for myself, that
wouldn’t do to them [the three young
children and his wife] or me, any good.”
He speaks of embracing every moment
with his family. His greatest agony was
how to teach his children, then very

young, what he would have taught
them over the next 20 years. He says:
“All parents want to teach their children
right from wrong, what we think is
important, and how to deal with the
challenges life brings. We also want
them to know some stories from our
own lives, often as a way to teach them
how to lead theirs.” It was this desire
that led him to give the last lecture
in written form. He was trying to put
himself in a bottle that would one day
wash up on the beach for his children.
The subject of impending death
is not new to us, but it still shocks.
Tolstoy in Death of Ivan Ilyich chronicles
the physical and psychological agony
of an impending death. It is the story
of a Judge who had never given the
inevitability of his death so much as
a passing thought. One day death
announces itself and, to his shock, he
is brought face to face with his own
mortality. Tolstoy asks: “How does an
unreflective man confront his one and
only moment of truth?”
By no means was Thando an
unreflective man. On the contrary,
he reflected a lot. He was a typical
Pretorian. He grew up in Atteridgeville
of the 80s and early 90s in a home
frequented by the “who-is-who” of
black Pretoria, lawyers, teachers, priests
and the like. He was exposed to the
robust interactions, politics, high society
and depredations of growing up under
apartheid. He knew what it meant to be
a young black man then. He also poked
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up at the system and was an adherent of
the Black Consciousness creed, captured
in Nina Simone’s song Young, Gifted and
Black, Malcolm X’s famous phrase “by
any means necessary” and Steve Biko’s
“Black man, you are on your own”.
But Thando was also a consummate
socialite. He lived life to the fullest.
Always regaled us with his ‘80s
adventures. Kind enough to tell us
about his upbringing, his victories on
the dance floor and music. Most knew
him as a lover of jazz, but in fact his
interest in music was eclectic, ranging
from Chicago house music to South
African 80’s “bubble-gum” music of
Splash, Paul Ndlovu and Chicco Twala,
the 80s and 90s International/mekonko.
He was a marvel to listen to when he
was deconstructing the genre of jazz.
He was a true scholar of the art form.
He was ever the whistler. I always
wondered what was going through
his mind when he whistled a tune – or
was it habit? I never got to ask him. You
could tell that he was in the building by
the whistle, you could also tell that he
was coming to your chambers.
Thando loved people. He checked
on his friends without fail and it was
not just about work. He wanted to
know what you were working on, what
you did over the weekend and how
the family was doing. He made you
listen. Whenever Thando popped into
your chambers, even if you were hard
at it, he would sit down, wait that you
to finish. There is a sense in which he

made us pause and breathe, despite
ourselves, and for that I will forever be
grateful to him.
Thando took an interest in the
development of juniors in the group.
He would always involve them in
his matters and, whenever he was in
Pretoria, time permitting, he would take
them to Marabastad – to show them
where to buy “good shoes”.
He was a keen runner, a member
of the Sunninghill and Atteridgeville
running clubs. He had not lived in
Atteridgeville for over 25 years but,
whenever he could, he spent time with
the runners in Atteridgeville, supporting
their club. He was very generous. He
introduced his house helper to running
and sponsored him with gear and travel
money so that he could compete.
About two years ago, he started
complaining about back problems; he
thought they were running related
injuries. The doctors think this was
when the cancer was setting in. I will
always admire him for his fortitude
in the face of adversity. He had a
positive disposition and wanted to beat
the cancer. He insisted on coming to
chambers, even though he could not
drive himself and asked friends to pick
him up from his house and drop him
off. If death came to him, it found him
living, he never stopped, even though
he accepted his impending demise with
grace. He reminded us not to take life for
granted. It does come to an end. Thando
loved life, he did not want to die.
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In his poem, Quiet Passenger, Clive
James, who had been diagnosed with
terminal leukaemia, writes:
“When there is no more dying left to do
And I am burned and poured into a jar,
Then I will leave this land that I came to
So long ago, and having come so far,
Head home to where my life’s work was
begun.
But nothing of that last flight will I see
As I ride through the night into the sun:
no stars, no ocean, not the ochre earth,
No patterns of dried water nor the light
That streams into the city of my birth,
The harbour waiting to take down my
dust.
So why in that case, should I choose to
go?
My day is done. I go because I must :
silence will be my way of saying so.

Farewell, Thando.
Lala ngoxolo mfondini
Sohlala sikukhumbula
Rhadebe, Bhungane!
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Johannesburg

LABOUR-LAW LEGEND
HANS VAN DER RIET SC
REMEMBERED
On 22 August 2019, huddled together
in the Moot Court in the Chambers
Building in Sandton, family, colleagues
and friends gathered to pay their final
respects and tributes to Hans van der
Riet SC.
Affectionately known to many as
Hansie, he passed away on 4 August
2019. He was sixty-seven years old.
Hans was born in Bloemfontein and
schooled at Grey College. He graduated
from Stellenbosch University (SU),
obtaining a BA, in 1974, and an LLB cum
laude, in 1977.
Throughout his professional career,
the law was Hans’s mistress; he wooed
her from when he started out as a
lecturer at SU’s Law Faculty in 1978.
Hans was called to the Johannesburg
Bar in 1983 and took silk in 1999. He
became a member of the Bridge Group
in February 2008 and remained so until
his resignation in April 2019.
Hans was a legal giant. Tributes
poured in from all corners of the legal
profession, including from members of
the Judiciary, the Bar and the Side-bar.
Speaking on behalf of the Judiciary,
Edwin Cameron, Johan Froneman and
Roland Sutherland paid tribute to Hans.
Justice Cameron said of the rebellion
of Justice Froneman, Hans, himself and
others at SU in the early 1970s: “In the
end, it proved to be almost entirely
ineffectual, though we did manage to
make our voices heard (most famously
in a petition in which we condemned
the South African Police for beating
up long-haired UCT protesters on the
steps of the St George’s Cathedral in
1972; and, in 1973, protesting – rather
rudely and vociferously – against the
presence on campus of Prime Minister
BJ Vorster, who was also Chancellor of
the University).
In all these adventures, Hans
was a lion-hearted leader – his bigspirited fearlessness, his generosity,
and unhesitant political courage and
determination stood out.”
Justice Froneman recalled how
he had grown up with Hans, having
attended school together from
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Justice Edwin
Cameron speaking at
the memorial to Hans
van der Riet SC on 22
August 2019.

(what was then known as) Standard
3 to matric, and having done the
compulsory national military service
of the time. He recounted how Hans’s
opponents in the Court room had
something in common with those
against whom Hans had played touch
rugby in his youth at the koshuis:
both wanted to bliksem Hansie for
consistently pointing out their errors.
Justice Froneman recalled another
incident during Hans’s student days,
involving a car that had come to be
somewhat unceremoniously parked
in a water furrow running alongside a
road – and his contrite plea to a farmer
nearby to borrow his tractor to extract
said car.
Hans’s social appetites were equal in
measure to his moral compass. This was
evident from his student days. Justice
Froneman told of how, in their first
year of university, in 1972, Hans had
encouraged him and Justice Cameron
to boycott the intervarsity rugby game
against UCT when SU refused to play if
UCT insisted on including black players
in its team. “But thinking back on it
now,” he said, “I feel rather proud for
having done it. And Hans took it much
further in his life and practice ...”
To imagine a world without Hans,
Justice Froneman said, is to imagine a

world without fun and without getting
to know new friends. Such a world is
one in which he would not have had
the benefit of Hans’s integrity and
courage.
This warmth of feeling and
sense of camaraderie was echoed by
Justice Sutherland. Speaking of their
days spent together at the Bar in the
common room in Innes Chambers,
Justice Sutherland recalled Hans for
his unmistakable presence in court, his
“unintimidatable” style of litigation and
his prolific labour practice. Hans, Justice
Sutherland observed, must hold the
record for the most appearances in the
Labour Court.
In describing Hans’s style of
practising law, Justice Sutherland said
that he came from a generation of
lawyers who learnt their labour law
“partly by the seat of their pants and
partly by reading books published
overseas that were too expensive for us
to buy”.
From the Bar, tributes were
delivered by Kameshni Pillay SC, Heidi
Barnes SC and Michael Hellens SC.
Barnes SC recounted how she had
met Hans in Modderbee Prison, in
2004, in an arbitration in which they
had acted for 200 prison warders who
had been dismissed for participating
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in a strike. She recalled how their
friendship had blossomed from then
on. While still a junior, Barnes SC was
led by Hans in a plethora of matters,
often to the Constitutional Court, and
with a 99% success rate. Their only loss
in an otherwise impeccable record –
despite an incisive dissenting judgment
from Justice Cameron – was the
Constitutional Court’s majority decision
in Steenkamp v Edcon.
Recounting their mutual love
of literature and tequila, Barnes SC
recalled how Hans was as comfortable
at the Long Bar in Braamfontein
as he was at the Westcliff Hotel.
She will remember Hans as an
uncompromisingly principled man,
whose gruff exterior hid an irrepressible
spirit and a love for life.
Speaking on behalf of the Side-bar
were attorneys Ruth Edmonds and
Shamima Gaibie.
A sole practitioner of many years,
Ruth Edmonds fondly remembered
how she first met Hans during the days
of the (then) Industrial Court.
In those early years Hans had
exasperated every judge before whom
he appeared until, at last, he had found
a court that would understand and
challenge his profound intellect – the
Constitutional Court – where he would
go on to make an indelible mark.
She remarked that they had very
different approaches to the practice of
law. For her, law was a means to an end.
But Hans believed that the law had a
significance of its own. Yet, despite their
philosophical differences, as attorney
and counsel they brought justice to
innumerable people over the 35 years
they worked together. Her affection
for Hans and his style of practising
law, she said, was his abiding phrasing
most often uttered when opinions were
divided as to how their matter should
be run: “Ah fuck it man, Ruthie”.
A director of the renowned firm
Cheadle Thompson & Haysom,
Shamima Gaibie recounted one of the
first matters in which her firm had
briefed Hans, during the early 1980s.
Hans was briefed to appear on behalf
of NUMSA, representing hundreds
of mineworkers on the verge of being
dismissed for participating in a strike.
The employer was the Nuclear Fuels

Corporation, a state-owned entity. Of
course during those tumultuous days,
she said, it was intimidating for anyone
to take on the state, let along doing so
on behalf of the largest trade union
of the day, which, at that time, had a
reputation for its militant membership.
Yet Hans did so without doubt or
demur, and he would go on to work
with that firm in innumerable other
matters, fighting the good fight for the
underdog, for the next 35 years.
She also told how she had met
Hans for the first time in 1989, when
she had commenced her articles with
the firm, in a trial against Eskom.
Hans acted on behalf of NUMSA and
hundreds of workers who had been
dismissed for participating in protest
action. She would never forget how
Hans had reduced the first senior white
manager to tears, and how he had
obtained concession after concession
that ultimately resulted in a settlement
of the dispute and the reinstatement of
hundreds of workers.
But if truth be told, she said, then
Hans represented the “small man” or
“small woman”, the oppressed, the
downtrodden and the poor, in cases
involving simple fairness. In doing so,
Hans interacted with ordinary workers
and understood their circumstances.
Hans felt their plight and he
represented their best interests. He did
so with pride and conviction.
Hans practised law for a cause
and with unshakeable conviction.
Recounting the arbitration held at the
Modderbee Prison, in which Barnes SC,
a junior at that time, had been led by
Hans, Gaibie recalled how, during the
first few days of the arbitration, they
realised that they would have to forego
meals during their breaks, as there were
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no shops or cafés in the vicinity to buy
food or drinks. The only option, she
said, was to go into the tea-room, where
their opponents and prison officials
had gathered, to get a cup of tea or a
sandwich or two. At the time, Gaibie
and Barnes SC justified having their
cup of tea and sandwich since the cost
of those refreshments ultimately came
from taxpayers’ money – and not from
the state or the prison officials. But Hans
refused to accept that justification. On
the days when they had not arranged
food for the three of them, Hans refused
to bend his principles and accept the
state’s generosity: his integrity was not
for sale, and he would rather forego
meals entirely. After his views were
made known to them, Barnes SC and
Gaibie, of course, stopped accepting
such refreshments.
Hans will always be remembered for
his gentle approach to clients, immense
integrity, and his moral certitude. We
will keep his memory etched in our
hearts forever, she said.
He was not only a legal giant, but
a friend and colleague whose personal
warmth often stood in strong contrast to
his occasionally abrasive demeanour. A
Compiled by Jean Meiring
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REMEMBERING
THE
DELMAS
TRIAL
“I won’t
let him
wear me
down”

by Gilbert Marcus SC
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he Delmas Treason
Trial1 was one of
the longest in South
Africa’s history. It
took up 437 days in
court over a period
of 37 months.2 It was
heard in the politically
charged atmosphere of
emergency rule. The
charges of treason and
murder flowed from the
mobilisation of the United
Democratic Front and
other internal political
movements against the
bogus reforms ushered
in by the Tri-Cameral
Parliament. The accused
were alleged to have
been responsible for the
nationwide protests and
violence that erupted
in opposition to these
measures.
The legal team was
led by Arthur Chaskalson
and included George
Bizos, Zac Yacoob, Karel
Tip and me. Arthur
and I were part-timers,
only attending court
for specified purposes.

George Bizos in his vegetable garden at home in Johannesburg

Remembering George Bizos

GEORGE BIZOS SC
George, Zac and Karel endured the
grind of daily attendance with fortitude.
George’s endurance was legendry. This
case tested it to the limits but George was
up to the challenge. He had earned the
nickname “Matla a Tlou” – the strength of
an elephant.
The presence of George Bizos and
the trial Judge, Kees van Dijkhorst in the
same courtroom over a lengthy period,
was an accident waiting to happen. They
were polar opposites. Van Dijkhorst was
precise, cold, authoritarian and clever.
George was effusive, warm, generous
and also clever. The trial soon became
a battle of wills and clashes between
counsel and Judge were frequent.
The legal team met every Sunday
afternoon at Arthur’s house to discuss
the week’s evidence and to receive
strategic direction from Arthur. Reports
from George, Zac and Karel indicated
a perception of a hostile attitude from
the Judge. Arthur, never one to accept
anything at face value, would interrogate
these claims and usually dismiss them,
at least at the level of justifying a recusal
application. But the weekly reports
persisted, ranging from concerns about
interjections by the Judge to accusations
of impatience and a lack of fairness.
Eventually Arthur instructed that all
these interventions be compiled for later
assessment. The list grew and grew.
Matthew Chaskalson, then a law student,
and assisting in the case, eventually
compiled a list of some 500 “incidents”
that had occurred in the trial.
At the end of the trial several of the
accused were found guilty and received
lengthy terms of imprisonment. An
appeal was essential. The question arose
as to what should be done about the
500 incidents. It was decided that these
should be the subject of a special entry
on the record. It was formulated on the
basis that the trial Judge’s interventions
by way of questions or observations were

“of a frequency, length and nature such as
to create an impression of subjectivity and
partiality”.
Arthur refused to argue this part
of the leave to appeal, not because he
thought it had no merit, but because
he was not sufficiently steeped in the
atmosphere of the trial to be able to do
the argument justice. And so it was left
to George. On the morning that the
point was to be argued, Arthur and I
had briefly gone to the court library
to research a point that was due to be
argued later in the day. We left the court
when George began to address the first
“incident”. We were anxious to return to
court to be ready to argue when George
was done. We were confident that the 500
incidents would be despatched quickly,
one way or the other. How wrong we
were!
When we returned to court after an
absence of about 20 minutes, George
was still addressing the first incident.
The Judge was furious. He regarded this
as a personal affront which he was not
going to tolerate. He insisted on George
addressing each and every one of the 500
incidents and George proceeded to do
so. When 4pm came, George enquired
whether it was a convenient time to
adjourn. “No, it was not”, was the terse
response. George carried on. By 5pm, the
court stenographer was in tears and Van
Dijkhorst refused to release her. Shortly
before 6pm the prosecutor enquired
whether the court could adjourn to get
motor cars out of the parking garage
which was about to close. Nothing doing.
At 7pm, Arthur said to George, “it’s
enough George, sit down”. An argument
ensued, audible for all to hear. George
said “I will not let him wear me down. I
will continue till midnight if necessary.” As
George later observed, “by now it was a
matter of stamina”.3 Eventually Arthur
stood up and simply told the Judge that
“It’s enough”. The Judge relented.

This incident epitomises George’s
tenacity and endurance. He would never
give up, no matter how steep the odds.
Importantly, the Judge ultimately agreed
to make the special entry. He did so “in
self defence” insisting that he was “even
handed in his treatment of both counsel” as all
“came in for criticisms that was due to them”.
He explained that “where tediousness or
repetitiveness of some led to exasperation
my remarks were sometimes caustic. I offer
no apology therefor”. He added that he
would normally have dismissed this
special entry “as frivolous or vexatious”
but chose not to do so. This was because
“Mr Bizos for the defence harped upon these
alleged irregularities in exaggerated terms to a
captive audience of reporters who lost no time
in publishing his views, to the detriment of
myself and the bench”. In the circumstances,
Van Dijkhorst regarded it as “imperative
that this matter be decided by our highest
court”.4
The Appellate Division never got to
express a view on this special entry for
which George had so tenaciously fought.
The appeal succeeded on the basis of a
different fatal blunder committed by the
Judge in precipitately dismissing one of
his assessors.5

Notes
1 The trial was known as the “Delmas Treason Trial”
because it began its life in Delmas. After 18 months,
however, it was moved to Pretoria.
2 E Cameron, G Marcus and D Van Zyl Smit “The
Administration of Justice” in 1988 Annual Survey
of South African Law at 521.
3 George Bizos Odyssey to Freedom (2007) Random
House at p 469.
4 S v PM Baleka and Others, judgment on leave to
appeal, 20 January 1989, unreported.
5 S v Malindi and others 1990 (1) SA 962 (A) in which
it was held that Van Dijkhorst had acted incorrectly
in failing to hear any of the parties before coming
to a decision that an assessor had been unable to
act.
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George
Bizos’s
Genuine
Stalingrad
Strategy
by Johann Kriegler, retired Justice of the
Constitutional Court

G
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eorge Bizos’s career at the Bar was
extraordinary from the outset.
Little more than a dozen years after he
escaped from Nazi-occupied Greece a
simple country lad, still a stateless alien
in a country thousands of miles away, he
was admitted as an advocate swearing
allegiance to a foreign sovereign in
a strange language. Throughout his
extraordinary career he served the law
faithfully.
The state funeral he was so rightly
given was appropriately laudatory and
fittingly ceremonial. George indeed
played a unique role in public life and
made a remarkable contribution to
our constitutional transition. But it is
fitting that the Bar pays special tribute
to a man who brought such esteem to
our profession. I gladly add my voice
in memory of a colleague who learned
his craft in the era of the giants of our
profession, then honed his skills and
came to possess the full complement of
an advocate‘s armament.
Over time George exercised
his prowess on the national stage,
fighting great cases, representing great
personages, defending noble (and at
times lost) causes. When our nation
turned full circle he, too, changed tack
and found himself uncharacteristically
being briefed to represent rather than
opposing government, but still with the
same competence and dedication.
George the advocate was an
exponent of true Stalingrad tactics, not
the tricks engaged in by shysters who
prostitute their professional skill to abet
clients who have good reason to put off
the day of judicial reckoning. With him
it was the genuine Stalingrad exercise:
choosing the battleground carefully,

George Bizos and Mrs Johanna Ramotse, Terror Trial 1970

mustering all available forces, planning
each phase painstakingly, selecting and
getting to hand all appropriate weapons,
testing them, priming them, meanwhile
identifying the enemy’s strengths and
its weaknesses – and then doing battle
from one strong point to the next, never
flagging.
It was seldom grand opera, rather
deliberate and unrelenting progression,
a masterclass in trial advocacy. I often
cite his cross-examination technique
as exemplary: counsel patiently and

unobtrusively, almost conversationally,
asking essentially uncontentious
peripheral questions, metaphorically
closing the doors and windows, sealing
all apertures, and then confronting the
cornered witness with a meticulously
worded coup de grâce. A joy to watch,
even when it’s your witness.
Since our paths first crossed in 1954,
when as a judge’s clerk I administered
his inappropriate admission oath, we
stayed in touch for sixty-six years. I came
to know, then respect and ultimately
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to love George as a colleague and
friend. From time to time he involved
me in one or other of his varied and
unconventional extracurricular causes
– e.g. establishing Saheti, a project that
really seemed outrageous at the time. I
earnestly cautioned him that, as he knew
only too well, the Greek community
was notoriously conservative, if not
downright pro-government, and it was
madness to launch a frankly colour- and
gender-blind Greek-language school.
Today, of course, the Saheti schools stand
as a monument to George Bizos’s folly.
Then again, at the height of the
crisis in 1987, with townships in
flames while Casspirs rolled, George
commandeered me into acting as gobetween and witness to an oral and
deniable agreement between him and
the Minister of Justice and Prisons which
entailed George secretly flying to Lusaka
as emissary from his client in Pollsmoor
prison about talks about talks. I thought
he was mad and told him so. Once again
I was wrong: talks there were – and here
we are.
One day I arrived home to find
George and a posse from Sharpeville
waiting in my study. They had devised
a plan to offer the government
a confidential settlement: if the
Sharpeville Six’s death sentences were
to be commuted, they on behalf of the
community would guarantee an end to
unrest in their township. Preposterous,
I thought, but an indirect approach
was made and, whether coincidentally
or otherwise, shortly thereafter the
sentences were indeed commuted and
civic peace prevailed in the township.
George never mentioned the matter
again. He never claimed credit for
innumerable such acts of compassion.
He was a great advocate and an untiring
protagonist for the meek.

“Just George”
by Kameshni Pillay SC

I

met George in January 1997 when I
began as a candidate attorney at the
Legal Resources Centre in Johannesburg.
George was one of the reasons I wanted
to work at the LRC and of course I was in
awe of him and coveted the opportunity
to work with him.
When I finally met George in person,
I was bowled over by how approachable
he was. He effortlessly exuded charm and
warmth, and was clearly not immune to
the starry-eyed adoration heaped on him
by new trainees. I remember struggling to
call him “George”. In desperation, I even
offered to call him “Uncle George”. He
simply laughed it off and insisted that he
was “just George”.
Over 20 years later, I find myself
repeating many of the basic advocacy
rules George drummed into us as
trainees. I remember a rare moment of
having to face George’s wrath for giving
him a superficial summary of the relief
sought by an applicant in an advocacy
training exercise. George was not
impressed. I was mortified. He insisted
that I break down and analyse every
word used in the applicant’s prayers. It

was a lesson well learnt. To this day, I
hear George’s voice in my head each time
I read a notice of motion for the first time.
Apart from his willingness to teach,
the thing that endeared George to me the
most was his fierce commitment to fight
for the underdog. I once approached him
to travel to Vryburg Magistrates’ Court
with some of us in order to represent
students charged with sedition for being
involved in anti-racism protests. George
initially expressed doubts about the long
trip, and the possibility of an extended
trial in the magistrates’ court. At the last
minute, he agreed to lead the team. As
things turned out, George was received
as a long-lost son in Vryburg. Even the
prosecutor was star-struck! He sheepishly withdrew all the charges against
our clients and George happily spent
the remainder of the morning signing
autographs and posing for pictures. “Just
George” indeed!
As I look back at time spent with
George, I can only but feel gratitude for
the wonderful memories with an incredible human being. Hamba kahle George!
Gone but never ever forgotten.
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Accused
Number
Five
How I became lifelong
friends with George Bizos
by Gcina Malindi SC

A

s a young political activist in the Vaal
Triangle I knew George by reputation
before I met him. I first met George in 1981
when he represented Khotso Seatlholo
at the Vanderbijlpark Magistrate’s Court.
During one of the lunch adjournments I,
together with two or three other Congress
of South African Students members,
walked with Khotso’s legal team to a
nearby restaurant. At the entrance to the
restaurant we indicated that we would
walk back to court as blacks were not
allowed in the whites-only restaurant.
George told us to enter with him. The
white woman behind the counter walked
quickly towards the door, presumably
to stop us from entering. Upon noticing
George she “apologised” that it was a
whites-only restaurant but immediately
indicated that she would allocate a special
table for George. George proceeded to
point out the table he wanted and he was
not challenged. We sat together with him
to enjoy lunch with the advocate that we
held in high regard for being a struggle
lawyer.
It was a quick four years from that day
to being represented by George, Arthur
Chaskalson, Zak Yacoob, Karel Tip and
Gilbert Marcus in the Delmas Treason
Trial. I was Accused Number Five. After
a few consultations George told Caroline
Nicholls (an attorney from Priscilla Jana
& Associates) to assign me and Thabiso
Ratsomo to help the other co-accused to
prepare for our trial. I worked closely with
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Gcina Malindi SC on his release from Robben Island in 1989

George for the next three years until the
end of the trial. It was the beginning of
a friendship that started then, continued
over the year that I was out on bail and
after I was released from Robben Island
in 1989 and lasted until his death on 9
September 2020.
George’s friendship with some of
the Delmas accused endured until his
death. Caroline and I became very close
to George. It was to him that we first
confessed our relationship. In January
1989 after I was convicted and sentenced
it was George who came to the Pretoria
Maximum Prison in order to give me the
news that a healthy daughter was born
to Caroline and me in the early hours
of 24 January 1989. He agreed to be my
daughter’s godfather. My family was
automatically invited to George’s lamb
spit braai Sunday lunches.
After I studied law and joined
the Johannesburg Bar I became one
of George’s juniors in the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission’s Amnesty
Committee hearings. We held the brief in
Derby-Lewis and Janus Walus v The TRC,
representing the Hani family and the
South African Communist Party until
George could no longer appear in court
due to frailty. I still hold the brief.
I must mention one thing about
George. For him there was no political
trial that was too big or too small. There
was no political trial important enough
or less important to him. He acted for

people who had been arrested under the
pass laws with the same vigour, diligence
and commitment as he did for Mandela,
Winnie, Sisulu, the Biko family and the
Timol family. He defended the Alexandra
“backyard” schools which were established
in defiance of Bantu Education, which
were called “social clubs”.
During the Delmas Trial George
earned himself the nickname “Matla
a Tlou”, which means strength of an
elephant. He told us at the beginning
of the trial that those with stamina will
emerge victorious at the end of the
trial. Indeed, George’s stamina earned
us the acquittal of eight accused, nine
suspended sentences and the setting
aside of the convictions and sentences
of the five that were sentenced to direct
imprisonment.
I am proud to have known George
whose motto was: “If it is about justice
I will be involved.” As a result, he was a
member or an active supporter of all
organisations that were involved in the
struggle for democracy, human rights
and justice. Very few lawyers matched
George’s commitment to justice, freedom
and to South Africa.
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George Bizos,
C.P. Cavafy and
preparing for trial
Ellen Elmendorp

by Geoff Budlender SC

I

n 1976, four leaders of the National
Union of South African Students
(NUSAS) and an academic closely
associated with NUSAS were prosecuted
under the Suppression of Communism
Act on charges of furthering the aims of
communism and of the ANC. The charges
related mainly to a campaign for the
release of political prisoners, and work
with the African trade union movement.
I was an articled clerk working for
Raymond Tucker, who was the attorney
representing the accused. I had myself
been involved with NUSAS. Arthur
Chaskalson, who led the defence, gave
George and me the task of taking a
statement from Charles Nupen, Accused
No 2.
Charles and I met George for a
consultation at his chambers one evening.
We went there in a state of some anxiety:
the charges were serious, we were both
novices in this field, and now we were to
consult with the famous and formidable
Bizos.
George picked up the indictment and
read it. He paused, and then said “Charles,
do you know the poetry of C P Cavafy?”
Charles admitted that he did not. George
reached up to a shelf, pulled down a
book of Cavafy’s poetry (I thought to
myself: What is a book of poetry doing
in an advocate’s chambers?), and read
us Cavafy’s famous poem Waiting for
the Barbarians. It was very apposite. He
then started talking about some previous
political trials. He talked about Rivonia
and other trials, big and small. He talked
about some of the accused in some of
those trials, famous and not so famous.
He told us of the things the prosecution
did, and what the defence did. We sat
spellbound. After some time, he picked up
the indictment again:
“Charles, do you deny that you did these
things which the State alleges you did?”
		 “No, George, I don’t.”
		 “Yes, that’s what I thought, people who
act for their political ideals don’t deny what

Arthur Chaskalson and George Bizos at the Soweto Stadium in 1990

they are proud of having done. Charles, the
indictment says that you did these things
to further the aims of communism and the
ANC. Is that correct?”
		 “No, George, I did it to further the aims of
NUSAS.”
		 “Yes, that’s what I thought. Fine, I think
that’s enough for tonight. Geoff, you will
now take a detailed statement from Charles
dealing with the events alleged in the
indictment. Then we will talk further.”
I have often reflected on that consultation
with George Bizos. He knew what he
was doing. He understood how we felt.
His first task was to put us at our ease, to
put what was happening in its historical
context – a context of which we could be
proud – and to nail down the key question
in the case. Then the detailed work could
begin.
George had a genuine care for those
who were his clients. He sought to
understand them, their fears and their
hopes. He would be their champion,
unflinchingly.
His cross-examinations were deadly,
because he had an uncanny ability to
get inside the minds and feelings of each
witness. Countless police officers, police
spies and hostile witnesses fell apart under
his cross-examination.
He was not always easy to work with.
He worked odd hours. The pursuit of
evidence could be seemingly endless.
He was a master strategist. In 1977
and 1978, the trial of Tokyo Sexwale and
11 others took place in the Pretoria High
Court. Again, Arthur Chaskalson led the
defence team. George was not part of
it. At various points, tricky questions of
strategy arose. Arthur’s method of dealing

with them was to discuss them carefully
with all of the accused and the legal team.
Then, if he was still unresolved, he would
say “I think I’ll go and see George”. He would
return the next day, and a decision would
then be taken, usually in accordance with
George’s advice.
George was a man of great generosity.
No-one who attended his more or less
annual party, with lamb on the spit and a
huge salad from his garden, could forget
it. There was George, in a large floppy hat,
directing operations. His wife Arethe quietly made preparations. Their three sons
scurried about doing George’s bidding.
George welcomed guests, made sure they
were well-fed, and told wonderful stories.
They were magical events.
His generosity went beyond the
material. In the late 1980s, he and I had a
quite serious disagreement, and it affected
our friendship. Typically, it was George
who took the steps to heal the breach –
undemonstratively, in small ways, but
unmistakeably showing that we were still
friends. And so we were.
He was, to use that over-used phrase,
a legend in his own lifetime. In the early
2000s, we worked together at the Legal
Resources Centre in Johannesburg. If you
went out for lunch with George, you had
to allow extra time for it – not just because
he liked a good lunch (which he did), but
because when you walked down the street
with him, countless people would stop
him and say “Mr Bizos, I want to shake your
hand”. George enjoyed that. He would
stop, exchange a few words with the
person concerned, and then move on. This
rather slowed down proceedings.
George Bizos was truly much loved.
He was a wonderful friend and colleague.
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Remembering George Bizos

by Mahomed Navsa, Judge of Appeal

I

first met George Bizos in 1982 at Innes
Chambers, when I was Denis Kuny’s
pupil. They were working on the Aggett
inquest. When I first met George, I was
immediately struck by his passion for
justice, his commitment to human rights
and his love of his Hellenic heritage.
He loved discussing the great Greek
philosophers, quoting them at length.
He was steeped in Greek mythology.
George was proud to be South African
and committed to the struggle against
apartheid’s most egregious ills.
I recall the first and subsequent days
of the Aggett inquest. George was a
commanding court presence who would
not be denied. He had a sense of occasion
and was unstoppable in court. He imposed
himself on proceedings and dictated what
the newspaper headlines would say. His
forensic skills were exceptional.
George and I and Clive Plasket, now
Judge of Appeal, worked together for
some 14 months on what became known
as the Goniwe inquest – the inquest into
the death of the Cradock 4; Matthew
Goniwe, Fort Calata, Sparrow Mkhonto
and Sicelo Mhlauli. It was conducted
in Port Elizabeth with Justice Neville
Zietsman presiding. It was really the first
time that South Africa’s public at large got
a better and more detailed view of how
insidious and how far the terrible tentacles
of the apartheid security state extended.
George was the leading light in showing how assassination orders were issued
by securocrats with calculated ruthlessness, and how the security establishment
controlled so many aspects of our daily
lives without always being visible.
George and I and Nicolette Moodie,
a fellow at the Legal Resources Centre,
travelled to Port Elizabeth every Sunday
and we flew back to Johannesburg every
Friday over the many months that the
inquest endured.
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George Bizos with Sydney Kentridge outside the Old Synagogue in Pretoria, August 1970

George was an irresistible force in that
inquest and was intent on showing the
public the horrors of the apartheid State.
We felt sorry for Judge Zietsman, a decent
man, who was horrified at what was being
presented by George in a not understated
manner.
Our legal team also regularly
witnessed the generous and warm side
of George’s nature. He treated us twice a
week, a break from the Elizabeth Hotel’s
buffet, to dinner at Greek restaurants in
Port Elizabeth, which he commandeered.
He regaled us with tales of prior court
battles and with personalities at the Bar
and his battles with authorities.
I worked with him on a number of
cases over the years. It was not an easy
task being his junior. It was often a rollercoaster ride. He was a genius cross-examiner but was also unpredictable. I think
he often surprised himself with new ideas
that popped into his head, sending the
rest of his legal team scurrying to keep up.
His real strength in court was that he understood better than most how the world
worked and what drove people to act as
they did.
I also witnessed over the years the
unbreakable and unique friendship he
shared with Arthur Chaskalson. Temperamentally they were like chalk and cheese,
the one given to detail and precision, the
other given to flair and drama. You do
not have to guess who was which. They
spoke almost daily and shared secrets and

memories. George acknowledged Arthur’s
genius and clearly adored Arthur and
trusted his judgment.
Over the decades, close to half a century, that I got to know and appreciate
George Bizos, I enjoyed his sense of humour and mischief and his generosity. At
every end of year LRC function he treated
staff to his lamb on the spit, Greek style,
prepared at Sydney Kentridge’s house in
Houghton. George loved food and would
give lessons to all willing to listen, on how
to prepare calamari and other dishes.
George Bizos was a great teacher. He
was a wonderfully generous man. He
was a giant amongst giants. In a world in
which the word “hero” is overused it does
not even begin to describe him.
Even when he took on an unpopular
case, which some his friends criticised him
for, he was unrepentant, refusing to apologise for defending his client to the hilt.
The country will not be the same
without him. The legal world is the poorer
without him. There will be less colour in
our lives. Court corridors will be less lively.
But I know he is smiling down on us,
willing us to be better and to overcome the
many challenges we face.
George’s contribution to the development of a human rights culture in our
country is immeasurable. He truly lived a
good life.
I owe George more than I could ever
repay, as do many of my generation. I will
miss him dearly. Go well, George!!

Drum Social Histories / Baileys African History Archive / Africa Media Online

George
Bizos – the
Hercules of
his time
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Remembering George Bizos

Moments
with
George at
the LRC
by Susannah Cowen SC

I

n 2010, I acted as director of the Con
stitutional Litigation Unit at the Legal
Resources Centre, George Bizos’ ultimate
professional home. The LRC had recently
relocated to affordable if characterless
offices near Ghandi Square. George’s
corner office instantly became a sacrosanct
space and a place of warmth, embodying
an extraordinary professional life. And
– provided you were not in a rush – it
was an office you could enter should
you need any serious advice. A sense of
history was palpable – the Treason Trial,
Rivonia, Fischer, Delmas, the Mandelas,
Biko, Hani. It was a daily reminder of
what South Africa emerged from and that
our Constitution and today’s legal system
should not be taken for granted.
Arthur Chaskalson, one of the LRC’s
founders, had recently retired as Chief
Justice. He would visit the LRC weekly
– on Mondays if memory serves me – to
mentor us and see his great friend George.
George and Arthur would regularly
publicly and humorously point out that
they were very different kinds of lawyers:
Arthur - the law man – and George – the
fact man, they would say, with George
being so good at remembering facts that
he would remember things that never
happened. I never learnt the back story.
Mondays were good days, and not
infrequently, the CLU was invited to join
Arthur and George for lunch at an Italian
eatery not far from the office. The walk
to lunch with these two icons took longer

than necessary. On each block, at each
traffic light, some-one would greet George
and pay him respect and George would
return the greeting sincerely. Arthur was
neither surprised nor took any umbrage
that, it was George, not he, who was
recognised in the streets.
What followed was a unique
opportunity to spend an hour infused
with history, perspective on current
political challenges and insight into how
to face some litigation challenge of the
day. And to eat a bit of humble pie. What
struck me about these two very different
lawyers, was that they had in common
what matters most – their respect for other
people, their humanity, integrity and a
set of deeply entrenched personal and
professional ethics and values (and they
worked unbelievably hard). They didn’t
“take these things seriously”: it is who
they were. It is why they were great.
At a welcoming event, George gave
each new LRC lawyer a considered personal message of encouragement. In my
case, he encouraged me to seek guidance
in the courage, constitutional vision and
intellectual rigour and creativity that animated the 1950s ‘Harris cases’, to which
my late father had made an important
contribution. These cases arose from the
removal of the Coloured people in the
Cape from the voters’ roll. They challenged prevailing constitutional orthodoxy
in the Anglo-legal world of parliamentary
sovereignty, and established, back then,

the now trite constitutional principle
constraining Parliament to act within
law. George vividly took us to his activist
student life at Wits, and the inspiration
he had drawn from my father and others
involved in these cases, at a time when
any prospect of constitutional democracy
was slim. (Aim high, no pressure.)
At a point when the Legal Practice Bill
was in Parliament law-makers proposed to
define an advocate as a lawyer practising
without a fidelity fund certificate.
George was incensed. And rightly so.
It failed to give cognizance to the role
that an independent legal profession
plays in maintaining the rule of law and
independence of the judiciary. It offended
what he and the best of his generation
did to salvage a semblance of the rule
of law from the wreckage of apartheid
not only via high profile political trials or
well-crafted public interest litigation, but
through tireless if sometimes futile and
dangerous efforts to protect ordinary South
Africans from security and other apartheid
laws. George did not turn clients away. His
is a legacy to which we owe a considerable
debt. Not only a historical debt, but one of
professional ethics and integrity.
Neither George nor Arthur had
illusions about the challenges we face as
the profession reshapes and transforms
itself. Perhaps we can still learn something
from George’s life and the extraordinary
generation of lawyers of which he was a
central part.
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George Bizos
at the TRC
by Colin Kahanovitz SC, Cape Bar
Colin Kahanovitz collection

I

n 2000 I was briefed as George’s junior
to represent a group of victims opposing
the amnesty applications of General
Eddie Webb, Colonel Joe Verster and
other members of the curiously named
Civilian Cooperation Bureau (“CCB”), a
previously clandestine unit of the defence
force involved in assassinations and dirty
tricks. The work involved preparation for
a hearing in which some CCB operatives
sought amnesty for their involvement
in the attempted assassination of Dullah
Omar – by now the minister of Justice in
democratic SA - and the bombing of the
Early Learning Centre in Athlone. The
applicants included Calla Botha and Ferdie
Barnard who had both been involved in
the assassination David Webster.
To idealistic aspirant human rights
lawyers, George was a hero and I was
thrilled to finally be able to meet and work
with him. In 2000 George was already 73
years old, working as an in-house senior
counsel for the Legal Resources Centre.
Our brief was to show through crossexamination that the applicants were not
telling the truth in their sworn statements
accompanying their amnesty applications
about the nature and extent of their prior
involvement in criminal activity.
Before the dawn of the new South
Africa George had devoted his life to
appearing in cases where security force
members would steadfastly deny their
involvement in extrajudicial killings.
On the one hand George was kind
and humble (unless a case required him
to be otherwise). On the other hand,
George was really famous, a state of affairs
that imposes some limits on humility. He
was not simply famous in the sense of
being a big shot in the small pond of the
legal profession. He was a house-hold
name. As Mandela’s life-long friend and
confidant he was sprinkled with the aura
of “Mandela magic” in a time when the
world was worshipping Mandela with
religious fervour.
He was also a big picture guy. I don’t
know what he was like in a courtroom or
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George Bizos and Colin Kahanovitz

how he prepared when he was a younger
man but I could see, without having to be
explicitly told, that he was not going to
be reading through thousands of pages
of documents in the witness bundles in
search of cross-examination gems and
inconsistent previous statements. This was
my job. I then had to hope that George
would use some of this preparation when
he cross-examined. Sometimes he did,
but often he didn’t: Instead preferring to
cross-examine by putting bold statements
coupled with rhetorical flourishes and
matching body language.
In this TRC amnesty hearing all of the
CCB applicants were refused amnesty.
In this case, as in so many other similar
cases, no prosecutions followed upon
the refusal of amnesty. Although no one
was prosecuted I’d like to think that
George at least had the satisfaction of
putting these questions to a person now
finally admitting that he had enjoyed
the unrestrained power of life and death
over unarmed civilian opponents of the
apartheid state:
“MR VERSTER1: I have answered the
question. I regarded it as military action
and I did not regard it as a criminal
offence, I regarded it as a military action.
MR BIZOS: Does that mean that in your
mind the military could do no wrong?
MR VERSTER: We are all human
Chairperson.
MR BIZOS: But the military could not
commit any offence?
MR VERSTER: In war many things happen.
I regarded it as a war situation.
MR BIZOS: Did you believe that the army
could do no wrong?
MR VERSTER: No, that is not what I
thought. I knew that the army could also

be wrong.
MR BIZOS: In your discussions apparently
if you discussed the Geneva Convention,
did you discuss the Nuremberg Trials
against the murder committed by the
Nazi army, or the German army, did you
discuss that?
MR VERSTER: No, Chairperson. I take
exception that we are being compared
to that.
MR BIZOS: ... killing certain types of people
was not an offence because they were
not human, that was their excuse, what
was your excuse?
MR VERSTER: I have no excuse, I think I
have already answered the question.
MR BIZOS: If you did not consider that
you had done, committed any offence or
you had done no wrong, you don’t need
amnesty, do you?
MR VERSTER: No, in terms of the law I do
need it and in terms of what has been
said here, an Act has been laid down and
I was here and I know three quarters of
the previous government did not apply
for amnesty and they need it, so I am
trying to adhere to the law.
MR BIZOS: Yes, but the law that you
are referring to says that you are
only entitled to amnesty if you have
committed an offence and you say that
you didn’t commit an offence, you justify
yourself as a military officer.”

When it was all over George sent me a
lovely letter thanking me for the work that
I had done as his junior. No other silk was
ever as generous towards me.

Remembering George Bizos

Bizos often
took the fight
to the Bar
by Jason Brickhill1

Aya Chebbi

G

eorge Bizos SC was in many ways the
consummate advocate. He cherished
much about life at the Bar – the collegiality,
and a love (and gift) for the craft of trial
advocacy.
However, Bizos stood for truth
and would not welcome a sugarcoated account of his life at the Bar. His
relationship with the Bar was also ambi
valent, critical and conflictual at times.
As a junior, his practice was quickly
taken up predominantly by political
trials. This work is easily romanticised
today. It was bitter, soul-crushing labour
at times, and exposed Bizos to the risk of
retribution. Many of his clients served long
custodial sentences for their parts in the
freedom struggle, or experienced torture
or death at the hands of the regime.2 He
was routinely consulting in the cells. Bizos
remained safe from the violence but did
not go unscathed. For many years he was
refused a passport and was unable to visit
his mother and family in Greece. He was
conferred with silk relatively late in 1978,
24 years after joining the Bar. Though his
talent was apparent, he was more pariah
than paragon for much of his career.
Bizos often took the fight to the
Bar, speaking out for the admission to
membership of Duma Nokwe. When
powerful leaders at the Bar hoped that
Nokwe, though admitted to membership,
could still be excluded because no other
junior would agree to share chambers
with him (as was then required), Bizos
was two steps ahead having already
agreed to share. When a meeting was held
in the Bizos/Nokwe chambers to discuss
Nokwe’s banning from the common
room, Bizos was ready to take action.
However, as Bizos told it, Walter Sisulu’s
wise counsel prevailed – having secured
the country’s first black advocate, Nokwe
should not be lost over a cup of tea.
However, that tactical retreat rankled with
Bizos.
He did not easily let injustices go.
Many of Bizos’ struggles spanned decades

and even transcended the grave. For
example, he first represented Ahmed
Timol as a detainee, seeking his release.
When Timol died in custody, Bizos acted
in his 1972 inquest in which – as was
the pattern – no state official was found
responsible. Bizos recounted this injustice
in his 1998 book No One to Blame? In
Pursuit of Justice in South Africa.3 He then
supported the family and others, pressing
for the inquest to be reopened. One of
Bizos’ final appearances was in 2017 as a
witness in the reopened inquest, 46 years
after Timol’s death.4 The reopened inquest
found that Timol was pushed to his death
from the 10th floor window and directed
investigation and prosecution of those
implicated.
Bizos also appeared, alongside his
former client Gcina Malindi, in the
successful application for the posthumous
reinstatement of Bram Fischer, who had
been abandoned by the Bar Council and
struck from the roll in 1965.5 Fischer had
been one of Bizos’ closest colleagues and
mentors, and it mattered to him to set this
right.
It should challenge us at the Bar today
that one of the most radical members of
the profession was also its most senior
member at the time of his death. Bizos
left full-time practice at the Bar in 1991
to join the Legal Resources Centre. Bizos
was committed to implementing the new
Constitution, but he had also become
uncomfortable with serving the interests
of the powerful and privileged, as the
cab rank rule expected and the high fees
of advocates tended to entail. He did not
want to be their “gladiator”. In later years,

when he did occasional private work, he
was appalled at the fees typically charged
by counsel – because of what it meant for
access to justice for all.
George Bizos, the magnificent
story-teller, leaves us his stories and his
example. He reminds us that there is no
contradiction between cherishing the
practice of law, the craft of advocacy, and
the collegiality and (healthy) traditions
of the Bar, while also decrying the risk
that advocates become co-opted by
the rich and powerful in the name of
“independence”, or compromised by the
pursuit of wealth. He stood out for his
gentleness and humanity, rare qualities at
the Bar, which were his oceans of courage
and strength.

Notes
1	�������������������������������������������
LLB (UCT), MSt (Oxon), member of the Johannesburg Bar; doctoral candidate and tutor, Faculty
of Law, University of Oxford; former Director of
the Constitutional Litigation Unit, Legal Resources
Centre, and former colleague to Bizos.
2 Bizos acted in many of the storied political trials of
the time, including the Rivonia and Delmas trials,
but also in countless less well-known cases. His
clients included: Nelson Mandela and the other
Rivonia accused, Trevor Huddleston of Sophiatown,
Ahmed Timol and his family, Neil Aggett’s family,
Mosiuoa ‘Terror’ Lekota and the other Delmas trialists, Chris Hani’s family, Zimbabwean opposition
leader Morgan Tsvangirai, Winnie MadikizelaMandela, and the family of John Ledingoane, a
mineworker killed by police at Marikana.
3 George Bizos, No One to Blame? In Pursuit of Justice in South Africa (David Philip Publishers 1998).
Bizos other books were George Bizos, Odyssey to
Freedom (Random House 2007) and George Bizos
65 Years of Friendship (Random House 2017).
4 The Re-Opened Inquest into the Death of Ahmed
Essop Timol [2017] ZAGPPHC 652.
5 Rice and Another v Society of Advocates of South
Africa 2004 (5) SA 537 (W).
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Karel Tip collection

My good comrade
George

In December 1996 there was a 20th anniversary celebration of the
NUSAS Trial, at which President Mandela was the guest of honour. He
spoke about the very positive effect on the Robben Island prisoners of
the 1975 NUSAS Campaign for the Release of Political Prisoners.
left to right Glenn Moss (accused), Raymond Tucker, George Bizos,
Karel Tip (accused), Geoff Budlender, President Mandela, Arthur
Chaskalson (obscured), Denis Kuny, Cedric de Beer (accused), Eddie
Webster (accused), Ahmed Kathrada and Charles Nupen (accused).

by Karel Tip SC

M

y friendship with George began
in December 1975. I was one of
five accused in the NUSAS Trial, in
which we were fortunate enough to
be represented by Arthur Chaskalson,
George, Denis Kuny, with Raymond
Tucker as instructing attorney, together
with his articled clerk Geoff Budlender, a
former NUSAS leader. We were acquitted
after a year-long trial. In essence, the State
alleged that we had run programmes
in furtherance of the aims of the ANC.
One of them had particularly irked the
apartheid government, being our 1974
campaign for the release of political
prisoners, with a call for negotiations to
be entered into with Nelson Mandela
and other imprisoned leaders, in order
to achieve a peaceful transition to a nonracial democracy.
As the trial proceeded, I progressively
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learned of the long-standing antiapartheid commitment of every
member of our legal team. In relation to
George this entailed his especially deep
personal and professional relationships
with Mandela and other leaders of the
struggle, dating back as they did to 1948.
An offshoot of this bore on the concern
of the five of us that the conduct of
our defence should not compromise
our political convictions. George has
described instances of this in his Odyssey
to Freedom – in relation to cases very much
more weighty than ours. That we shared
a common view on this with our legal
team contributed to the strong bonds that
developed among all of us in the course of
the trial year, and beyond.
Early in the trial year, I became the
beneficiary of George’s innate caring
nature. My mother and two sisters

had journeyed to court feeling rather
bewildered about how I had managed
to steer my way into a criminal dock,
and equally anxious about what was to
become of me. My attempts at reassurance
had fallen short. I then heard that George
had taken them for tea twice and had
gently spoken about what it was that the
five of us stood for and why it was a good
cause. My family went away with, above
all, a feeling that they had become part of
something fine and that they were happy
to be there. It was an intervention that
I’ve always treasured.
To our great pleasure, George on
occasion treated the five accused to a
lamb on the spit at his home. I have an
enduring image of him under a white
panama, briskly wielding a bunch of
fresh rosemary cuttings with which he
regularly basted the slowly turning and

Remembering George Bizos

Raymond Preston / Sunday Times/ Times Media

“Enjoying some Greek
music was our first daily
tonic, followed by some
good conversation,
freely ranging over
topics from mythology
to entertaining
fragments of Bar gossip.
Then came the turn of
the hard talk, on what
we anticipated for the
court day ahead…”
inevitably delicious lamb. At the end of
the trial we presented George with the
finest carver we could find. It had a name:
the Dr Recsey Carving Knife. Dr Recsey
was a Hungarian who was called by the
State to testify that much of the material
we had published was communistic
(and for good measure he added that
students should study, not do politics).
George took him on, spontaneously and
devastatingly, and at a key moment put
to him in ringing tones that it would have
been better for students to have defended
democracy by defying the Soviet tanks
that rumbled into Hungary in 1956, rather
than to do nothing. After a long moment,
Dr Recsey nodded. He then went on
to helpfully confirm that, actually, our
publications appeared after all to be
thoroughly democratic.
Some years later I was admitted as
an advocate and in mid-1985 was briefed
with George and Zac Yacoob in the
Delmas Treason Trial. Arthur Chaskalson
came in at an early stage and, soon
thereafter, Gilbert Marcus also. Ultimately,
the court sat for a total of 437 days. Mostly,
they were tough days.
George and I spent many of those
days together in court. We would meet

at chambers every morning and drive to
Delmas (later, to Pretoria). Enjoying some
Greek music was our first daily tonic,
followed by some good conversation,
freely ranging over topics from mythology
to entertaining fragments of Bar gossip.
Then came the turn of the hard talk, on
what we anticipated for the court day
ahead, and I would take George through
the notes that I had prepared. As the
months went by, this shared travel time
engendered a special camaraderie that
greatly assisted both of us to reach the end
of an unusually long and taxing trial.
Of course, what may have been tough
for the lawyers was many times more so
for the 22 accused, who had been denied
bail, some for all and others for most
of the trial. The senior political leaders
among them had set up structures to
manage issues but, despite that, there
were times when points of friction arose
that might erupt, problematically so.
At times such as those, George would
step in and with great empathy ease the
issues back into a single envelope, being
the common burden of the trial, without
anybody feeling that his point of view
had not been fully acknowledged.
In mid-1989, during the period

between the conclusion of the trial and
the pending proceedings in the then
Appellate Division, I went to Greece to
join George and his beloved Arethe for a
few weeks at his home in Vasilitsi. I took
a taxi from Kalamata, a trip of a little over
an hour. The taxi owner was listening
intently to a lengthy discussion on the car
radio which seemed to be about South
Africa, since I frequently heard mention
of “Mandela”. When it came to an end,
we chatted about South African politics,
about which he was well informed. I told
him a little about the Delmas Trial. As we
drove on, he enquired, “Are you staying
with South Africans or Greeks?” “A bit of
both, really,” I replied. “I’m staying with
George Bizos.” His eyes widened. We
reached George’s home and I tendered
the quoted fare. He would take only a
quarter of it: “That’s for the petrol,” he
explained, “but a companion of George
Bizos doesn’t pay the full fare.” I related
this unexpected discount to George, who
looked more than a little satisfied to hear
it, then remarked, “There are many good
comrades in Greece.”
Indeed so, I say to myself today, and
it was my good fortune to be friends with
one of the finest of them all. A
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COVID-19 AND THE
COURTS
by Michael Williams,
Johannesburg Bar

GroundUp / Ashraf Hendricks

An unprecedented challenge
n 5 March 2020 Minister of Health Dr Zweli Mkhize
announced the first confirmed case of Covid-19 in South
Africa. On 15 March, the pandemic was declared a national
disaster in terms of section 27(1) of the Disaster Management Act
57 of 2002.
Following the declaration, the Minister of Co-operative
Governance and Traditional Affairs (Cogta) Dr Nkosazana
Dlamini-Zuma issued a series of “lockdown” regulations which
sought to slow the spread of the virus. The regulations were
classified according to particular alert levels. They imposed
restrictions on movement and gatherings of varying degrees of
severity, depending on the alert level.
These developments had ominous implications for the
courts. Courts are busy, indoor public spaces. The heads of

O
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court reacted quickly, however, publishing a flurry of directives
aimed at regulating court processes during the pandemic and
protecting participants in the court system from harm.
Many of the measures adopted by the courts in response to
the pandemic have since become second nature to practitioners.
By now, most advocates will have had the experience of
addressing a judge over a remote hearing platform. But how did
we get here? A review of some of the main directives published
during the national disaster shows how the court administration
responded to usher in this new way of doing things.
The court administration reacts
On 17 March, the Office of the Chief Justice issued a directive
which set out the measures adopted by the heads of court
in order to contain the spread of Covid-19. These measures

Covid-19 and the Courts

Government Communcation and Information System

included limiting entry to courts to persons with a material
interest in a case, and those providing necessary support to
litigants. The directive also included various hygiene and socialdistancing measures to be taken at the courts.
On the same day, the office of the Judge President of the
Gauteng Division issued a directive. This provided that, except
for urgent matters, the courts would only deal with matters
already enrolled for hearing. Parties could agree to postpone
matters which had been enrolled during this period and could
approach the office of the Judge President for an expedited
new hearing date. Practitioners were prohibited from entering
court buildings for the purposes of issuing court processes,
unless doing so in matters which were prescribing or were
urgent. In all other matters, practitioners were required to
email documents to the registrar for issuing. In matters that
had already been initiated by way of a paper file (as opposed to
CaseLines), practitioners were required to communicate with
the registrar by email in order to obtain directions as to the
further filing of documents. The enrolment of new matters could
only be done via CaseLines.
All other physical interactions were largely suspended.
Judges were required to work from home unless they were
scheduled to sit in court. Introductions were suspended.
Individual case management was to take place electronically.
A similar directive was issued by the office of the Judge
President of the Western Cape on 17 March. In the absence of
CaseLines, filing of documents was to take place by leaving
them at the security desk of the court.
On 18 March, the Cogta Minister issued the first lockdown
regulations. These prohibited any “gathering”, which was
defined as “any assembly, concourse or procession of more than
100 persons, wholly or partially in open air or in a building or
premises”.
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On 20 March, the Gauteng Provincial Efficiency
Enhancement Committee passed a resolution aimed at ensuring
health and safety at the courts. Criminal trials held in the
regional and district courts in Gauteng were to be brought
forward and postponed to dates from 14 April, except for
matters relating to first appearances and bail applications.
Awaiting trial detainees could only be brought to court for
first appearances, bail applications and matters where special
arrangements had been made with the judicial officers involved.
On 23 March, President Ramaphosa announced a 21-day
lockdown from 27 March until 16 April. By 24 March, all nine
provinces had confirmed cases of Covid-19.
On 24 March, the Chief Justice delegated his authority to
heads of court to issue practice directives that would enable
access to courts in relation to urgent matters, bail applications,
maintenance and domestic violence related matters and cases
involving children.
On 25 March, the Cogta Minister published an amendment
to the regulations of 18 March, formally bringing in Alert Level 5
and the lockdown. All persons were restricted to their places of
residence, unless performing or obtaining an essential service.
Services related to the essential functioning of courts were
classified as essential services.
These events precipitated a number of urgent court
directives around the country.
In the Gauteng Division, the office of the Judge President
issued another directive, to take effect from 26 March to 20 April.
During this period, only the urgent court would be open. The
court would not issue new case numbers, nor would it enroll
new matters. The court would deal with urgent court hearings
via electronic means unless it was impossible to do so. The
urgent court would otherwise operate in the same manner as it
usually did after court hours and as provided for in the practice

“On 25 March, the minister of co-operative
governance and traditional affairs published
an amendment to the regulations of 18 March,
formally bringing in Alert Level 5 and the
lockdown. All persons were restricted to their
places of residence, unless performing or
obtaining an essential service. Services related
to the essential functioning of courts were
classified as essential services.”
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“In urgent court matters, the
counsel or attorney appearing
in the matter was required to
sign a certificate of urgency.
Where a matter was found not to
warrant a hearing in the lockdown
period, the culpable counsel and
attorney could be interdicted from
receiving fees in the matter.”

manuals. Parties were required to file papers on CaseLines, or if
that was impossible, to send the papers by email. Only if it was
impossible to upload the papers or send them by email could
physical copies be delivered.
In urgent court matters, the counsel or attorney appearing in
the matter was required to sign a certificate of urgency. Where
a matter was found not to warrant a hearing in the lockdown
period, the culpable counsel and attorney could be interdicted
from receiving fees in the matter.
All other matters enrolled from 27 March to 17 April were
removed from the roll without any further formalities required, to
be re-enrolled on later dates. If agreement was reached between
parties in an opposed matter that preparation to achieve readiness
was materially affected by the lockdown, the matter could be
postponed. Special arrangements were also made for unopposed
divorce matters. Applications with rules nisi returnable during
the lockdown were to be brought to the judge on urgent duty to
extend the rule to a date beyond the lockdown.
In the KwaZulu-Natal Division, the office of the Judge
President also issued a directive on 25 March. Non-urgent
matters on the motion court roll and appeals were adjourned
sine die. Any rule nisi was to remain in place until confirmed
or discharged. No new matters were to be enrolled for hearing
during the lockdown. The court would entertain only those
matters that were truly urgent. Practitioners were urged to
ensure that only applications of the utmost emergency were
brought to court or else an adverse costs order would be made.
No civil or criminal trials were to proceed during the lockdown.
The directive stated that if matters had been removed for
reasons associated with the lockdown, the court would try to
grant such matters preference and would consider establishing a
special motion court to deal with them.
The office of the Judge President of the Western Cape
Division issued a directive on the same day. This was to
apply with immediate effect until 17 April. It stated that only
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urgent motion applications were to be issued (including
matters relating to Covid-19), matters relating to bail, urgent
maintenance, domestic violence related matters and cases
involving children. The issuing of other proceedings was
suspended. No new civil matters were to be enrolled during
this period. Civil trials, opposed motions, appeals and reviews
already enrolled were to be postponed to dates beyond the
lockdown. Service by sheriff was to be suspended until after the
lockdown, other than in the permitted types of matters. No new
civil pre-trials would be allocated during April, and existing civil
pre-trials were postponed until after the lockdown. Only notices
of intention to defend/oppose and pleas would be accepted by
the court. Parties were encouraged to agree to extensions to dies
periods. Rules nisi were to be identified and extended to dates
beyond the lockdown period in consultation with the judge
on motion court duty. Evictions and Rule 46A applications to
declare property executable were suspended until after the
lockdown period. Criminal trials, criminal appeals and criminal
pre-trials were also suspended, and postponements were done
in the absence of the accused person.
In the Labour Court, the office of the Judge President issued
a directive which provided that only urgent matters would be
considered. Applicants were required to explain in full detail
why the matter was so urgent that it required a hearing in
the lockdown. Urgent matters which were entertained were
conducted remotely or telephonically.
The State Attorney was also shut down, other than for
urgent matters involving the state.
On 26 March Minister of Justice and Correctional Services
Mr Ronald Lamola issued directions for courts, court precincts
and justice service points, in terms of the regulations issued
under the Disaster Management Act. These were replaced by a
similar set of directions on 31 March.
The replacement directions were stated to be in force for
the duration of the state of national disaster. They restricted
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access to court precincts to persons with a material interest in
a case and to persons involved in urgent and essential matters.
The numbers of persons entering the courts was to be limited,
especially regarding high risk persons. Social distancing was to
be enforced.
The directions required audio-visual remand centres within
correctional centres to be linked to a court and used for purposes
of the postponement of cases where accused persons were in
custody. Criminal trials enrolled during the lockdown were
to be postponed to dates beyond the lockdown, save for trials
where the interests of justice dictated otherwise or where special
arrangements had been made with the judicial officers involved
in the matter. No awaiting trial detainees held in correctional
centres and holding cells could be brought to any court or
court precinct, unless for a first appearance, a bail application
or a matter where special arrangements had been made with
the judicial officers involved in the matter. All matters where
children were detained in child and youth care centres were to
be remanded in absentia. Accused persons arrested for petty
offences were to be released and warned to appear in court on
a future date. Police officials and prosecutors were required,
where necessary, to fix bail in terms of sections 59(1) and 59A(1)
of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977, and release an accused
person on warning in terms of section 56(1) of the Act. Criminal
cases where accused persons were not incarcerated could not be
placed on the court roll during the lockdown and summonses
would be issued for new trial dates.
Non-urgent civil cases could not be placed on the court
roll during the lockdown. However, heads of courts retained
the discretion to authorise the hearing of matters through
teleconference, videoconference or any other electronic mode.
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Service of process and execution of writs by sheriffs was to be
limited to cases which were urgent and essential. The service
and execution of other processes by sheriffs, including evictions,
were suspended for the duration of the lockdown. Only
certain essential family law matters would be dealt with. Legal
practitioners engaged in litigation during the lockdown were
required to obtain a permit from the provincial director of the
relevant provincial legal council. This would constitute a permit
to perform an essential service, as defined in the regulations.
On 2 April, the Judge President of the Gauteng Division
issued a supplementary directive. The purpose of this was to
address concerns from litigants and members of the profession
regarding deadlines for delivery of documents which fell in the
lockdown. The Judge President noted that the Superior Courts
Act, 10 of 2013, did not clothe a head of court with the power
to declare the national lockdown period to be dies non. The
directive further provided that any litigant who was required
to file documents within the lockdown period could do so by
uploading the documents to CaseLines or, if the matter was not
registered with CaseLines, by emailing it to the relevant parties
and to the court. This would be deemed to be effective service
and filing for the purposes of the rules of court.
The office of the Judge President of the Western Cape issued
a supplementary directive on 6 April, replacing its directive of
25 March. The supplementary directive included two important
new provisions. The first stated that the issuing of applications
and summonses would be allowed where a debt claimed by
such process would prescribe during the lockdown period. The
second stated that service and filing requirements would be met
if a document was emailed to all relevant parties.
On 9 April, the president announced a two-week extension
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“A further directive issued by the office of
the Chief Justice on 17 April stated that
parties wishing to remove a matter from
the roll which had been set down during
the lockdown could do so by issuing a
joint notice of removal.”
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of the lockdown, until the end of April.
On 14 April, the Labour Court extended its shutdown, except
for urgent matters, until the end of the month.
A further directive was issued by the office of the Chief
Justice on 17 April. This stated that parties wishing to remove
a matter from the roll which had been set down during the
lockdown could do so by issuing a joint notice of removal.
Only urgent applications and urgent matters arising from the
activities associated with disaster management could be heard
in open court during the lockdown, provided that the presiding
judicial officer could hear any such matter through video
conferencing or other electronic means in appropriate cases.
Criminal trials set down for hearing during the lockdown
period were to be brought forward by arrangement and
postponed to dates beyond the lockdown. Civil trials were also
to be removed from the trial roll, and re-enrolled in accordance
with a procedure determined by the head of the relevant court.
Unopposed applications enrolled for hearing during the
lockdown period would be dealt with by electronic means,
unless it was inappropriate to do so, in which case the matter
would be postponed to a date after the lockdown. Matters
suitable to be disposed of without an oral hearing were to be
dealt with on the papers.
Any rule nisi with a return date that fell in the lockdown
period was to be extended to a date beyond the lockdown.
Where this could not be achieved, for reasons of urgency, the
matters were to be referred to a judicial officer on duty.
Heads of argument were required to be filed electronically.
Parties were also encouraged to agree to dispense with the
presentation of oral argument. Where the parties could not
agree to do so or the judicial officer directed that argument be
presented, the judicial officer could direct that the matter be
heard by electronic means.
The provisions of section 19(a) of the Superior Courts
Act, which provide for the disposing of appeals without
oral argument, were to apply to the hearing of appeals and
applications for leave to appeal. In the event of the appeal
panel determining that oral submissions were required,
appropriate measures were to be taken to eliminate the need for
practitioners to attend court, including having the hearing by
electronic means.
Case management conferences enrolled during the
lockdown period would be removed from the roll and
enrolled on dates immediately after the lockdown. The judicial
officer concerned could, where appropriate, communicate
electronically with the parties and issue such directives as were
necessary to ensure the trial readiness of any matters.
On 21 April, the office of the Judge President of the Labour
Court issued a directive relating to appeals set down for the
remainder of the second term of 2020. Appeals on the roll from
4 May would remain enrolled, notwithstanding the lockdown
or any extensions, but would be disposed of without an oral
hearing in open court. If either or both of the parties were of the
view that oral argument was necessary, they were required to
motivate their view. The judges allocated to consider the appeal
would exercise their discretion as to the disposal of the matter
and could issue ad hoc directives which could require a virtual
hearing.
On 23 April, President Ramaphosa announced that from

“On 23 April, President Ramaphosa
announced that from 1 May the
lockdown alert levels would be
gradually eased. Amended regulations
were issued on 29 April, bringing into
effect Alert Level 4.“

1 May the lockdown alert levels would be gradually eased.
Amended regulations were issued on 29 April, bringing into
effect Alert Level 4.
In the days after the President’s announcement, the
Supreme Court of Appeal issued a “Letter to Stakeholders” and
two practice directives. These provided that virtual hearings
would be the default position until further direction. Parties
were also invited to consider dispensing with oral argument in
terms of section 19(a) of the Superior Courts Act.
On 1 May, the office of the Judge President of the KwaZuluNatal High Court issued a directive. It stated that no criminal
trials would take place during the period of the extended
lockdown, other than urgent matters such as bail or bail appeals.
Civil trials could be removed from the roll with the consent of all
parties. If a party deemed it urgent that the trial proceed, they
were to communicate this to senior judges, who would direct
the further conduct of the matter. A weekly trial roll call would
be held, but no trial hearings. Only legal practitioners were
allowed in the court building.
Unopposed applications were to be dealt with on the
papers if possible. If an unopposed application required an oral
hearing, and it was not possible to proceed via electronic means,
the matter would be postponed to dates after the extended
lockdown.
Only unopposed matters would be placed on the motion
court roll, with a separate roll to list all Rule 43 matters and
opposed motions. Only five matters at a time would be dealt with
in the unopposed motion court. The legal practitioners involved
would then be required to leave the court precinct. Unopposed
divorces were postponed sine die, to be placed on a dedicated roll
when it became possible to deal with them in open court.
In opposed motions, parties could elect to have the matter
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“The directive restated the
overriding principle that physical
contact should be minimised.
It required that all documents
were to be uploaded to CaseLines.
Matters on paper would not enjoy
an oral hearing in open court
unless the presiding judge directed
otherwise. Where parties required
an oral hearing, this could be done
electronically.”

decided on the papers. In the event of them deciding that it was
necessary for oral argument to be heard, the presiding judge
could convene a court for this purpose on a date and at a time to
be arranged. Alternatively, the presiding judge could convene
an electronic hearing. If the hearing could not be convened,
either in person or electronically, the matter would be adjourned
to a date to be arranged.
The directive also made provision for appeals to be dealt
with on the papers, in terms of section 19 of the Superior Courts
Act. Where an oral hearing was necessary, a court could be
convened for the purposes of hearing the appeal or a hearing
could be held electronically.
On 2 May, the office of the Chief Justice issued another
directive. This set out similar precautionary measures as were
contained in its directive of 17 April. It also required heads of
court to issue directives which addressed issues specific to their
courts, and which were not inconsistent with the Chief Justice’s
directives.
On 4 May, the minister of justice and correctional services
issued a further set of directions for courts, court precincts and
justice service points, in terms of the Alert Level 4 Regulations.
These directions retained most of the precautionary measures
which had been implemented under Alert Level 5, and included
an annexure which listed the types of matters which would be
permitted to be heard under Alert Level 4.
On 11 May, the office of the Judge President of the Gauteng
Division issued a consolidated directive. This maintained and
expanded on many of the measures put in place by its previous
directives.
The directive restated the overriding principle that physical
contact should be minimised. It required that all documents
were to be uploaded to CaseLines. Matters on paper would not
enjoy an oral hearing in open court unless the presiding judge
directed otherwise. Where parties required an oral hearing, this
could be done electronically.
Matters requiring oral evidence would not be conducted
in open court and the judge would exercise a discretion about
an appropriate mode of hearing. This could include receiving
evidence by affidavit or by videoconference. Only if it was
otherwise unavoidable could a physical hearing be convened for
urgent matters.
Trials which had been set down during the lockdown period

were re-enrolled. Trials which had been set down from 4 May
remained enrolled.
There would be no physical trial roll call. Instead, parties
were required to submit a joint practice note after a special pretrial conference at which the logistics of conducting the trial
were addressed. In matters which were ready to go to trial,
parties were required to indicate what arrangements had been
put in place to facilitate the hosting of a videoconference for the
disposal of matter; what evidence could be adduced on affidavit;
and to what extent a physical hearing was unavoidable, if this
was the case. The presiding judge would exercise a discretion as
to the conduct of the case.
Matters were not permitted to stand down, and any matter
not ready for trial would be removed from the roll. Settled
matters could be enrolled on the settlement rolls. Where the sole
controversy between parties was costs, this would be reserved
for a later date.
If parties were not willing to deal with the matter under
these conditions, they were required to formally remove the
matter from the roll at least five court days before the hearing.
Appeals disrupted by the lockdown were transferred to new
dates. Appeals would be disposed of without an oral hearing in
open court. If both parties agreed, an appeal would be removed
from the roll without a costs order. If counsel for either party
wanted to make oral submissions, they were required to indicate
this in the practice note. The presiding judge would exercise a
discretion as to the disposal of the matter.
Opposed motions disrupted by the lockdown were also
transferred to new dates. Only matters that had been uploaded
to CaseLines would be heard. Non-compliant matters would be
removed from the roll.
Parties could agree to a matter being removed from the
roll, in which case there would be no costs order. Parties were
also encouraged to agree to dispensing with oral argument.
If an agreement could not be reached, a hearing would take
place as directed by the presiding judge. This could be by way
of videoconferencing or any other procedure that eliminated
physical proximity between the people involved.
In complex matters where more than two parties were
before the court, counsel for the parties were required to hold a
pre-hearing conference and prepare an agenda for the presiding
judge which addressed the efficient conduct of the hearing.
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conduct of matters to ensure minimal physical interaction. These
would include virtual hearings. The exchange of hard copies of
documents was to be minimised. Open court hearings would
only be conducted as a last resort. Attorneys were not required
to attend open court hearings. Entry to the court buildings was
to be strictly controlled and persons could not enter without
prior notification of a date and time slot.
Criminal trials were generally postponed, except for pending
matters with one accused and where the accused person was
out on bail and dependent on directives as to the future conduct
of the matter. Accused persons in custody would only be
brought to court if requested by a judge.
The Judge President would determine from the civil trials
already set down if any matter would be assigned for hearing.
Short civil trials with parties and witnesses within the district
would be considered for allocation. The judge assigned to the
matter would decide on the manner in which the trial was to be
conducted.
Rule 43 applications would be decided on the papers filed.
If there was a need for further evidence, it would be given on
affidavit or via electronic means. A similar approach applied in
review applications.
Pre-trial conferences would proceed as scheduled, albeit
that they would be considered in the judge’s chambers in the
absence of legal representatives and with the aid of detailed
pre-trial minutes. Unopposed matters would be determined on
the papers if possible. If there was a need for further evidence it
would be given on affidavit or via an electronic platform.
The manner of deciding opposed motions would be
determined by the presiding judge. If possible, they would be
determined on the papers. If further evidence was necessary it
would be provided by way of affidavit or a virtual hearing. A
similar approach applied to appeals and applications for leave to
appeal.
From 1 June, the Alert Level was lowered to Level 3. Much
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In the unopposed motion court, only matters uploaded to
CaseLines would be heard. If it was impossible to do so, the
papers could be transmitted to the allocated judge by email
with a satisfactory explanation. Where a matter was not ripe
for hearing because of disruptions caused by the lockdown, it
could be removed from the roll by notice or the judge seized
with the matter could mero motu remove the matter. In such
a case the matter could be re-enrolled without any adverse
costs consequences. If an applicant in an unopposed matter
took the view that an oral hearing was necessary, the applicant
was required to say so in a practice note. The presiding judge
would then issue an ad hoc directive as to the holding of a
videoconference.
Rules nisi which fell within the lockdown and had been
enrolled on the unopposed court roll were to be extended to
a date after the lockdown period. If the matter had not been
enrolled on the unopposed court roll, it could be enrolled in the
urgent court to be extended.
Case management meetings were rescheduled, and the
manner of dealing with them was left largely to the presiding
judge’s discretion. In matters where the parties had been
unable to engage substantively, and for that reason the case
management meeting could not be effectively conducted, the
matter would be removed from the roll and re-enrolled for a
later date. If it could not be re-enrolled before the trial date, the
trial date would be forfeited. If a trial date was forfeited for this
reason, the registrar would accommodate the parties with a new
trial date as soon as possible.
Consent orders and settlement agreements to be made
orders of court were dealt with in the same way as case
management conferences. Interlocutory matters were dealt
with in a similar fashion to unopposed matters. The manner of
hearing applications for leave to appeal and bail appeals was
left to the discretion of the presiding judge. Unopposed divorce
matters would be dealt with on affidavit, unless a party was
unrepresented.
Urgent court hearings would be conducted electronically.
Only where it was impossible to arrange an electronic hearing
could a physical hearing be held. Papers were to be uploaded to
CaseLines, or where that was not possible, emailed to the urgent
court judge. Only where both of these options were not possible
could papers be delivered physically. The counsel or attorney
appearing in the matter was required to sign a certificate of
urgency. The enrolment of a matter found not to warrant an
urgent hearing could attract a punitive costs order and the
culpable counsel or attorney being interdicted from receiving a
fee for the matter.
The directive also contained a section dealing with etiquette
in videoconferencing hearings.
The directive reiterated that a head of court could not de
clare the national lockdown period dies non. Service and filing
requirements would be met by uploading documents to Case
Lines or by emailing them to the relevant parties if the matter was
not registered with CaseLines. Any noncompliance with service
and filing requirements which were attributable to the strictures
imposed by the lockdown would be condoned by the court.
On the same day, the office of the Judge President of the
Western Cape Division also issued a directive. It provided that
the presiding judge would consider various options for the
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of the country was allowed to return to work, albeit that those
who were able to work from home were encouraged to do so.
Legal practitioners were no longer required to carry permits.
The minister of justice and correctional services issued new
directions for courts, court precincts and justice service points
under Alert Level 2, which provided for an expanded scope of
permitted legal services.
On 1 July, the office of the Judge President of the Labour
Court issued a directive to apply from 6 July until the end of
the third term. The directive adopted similar measures to those
adopted by the various high courts.
On 10 August, the office of the Judge President of the Western
Cape Division issued a directive for the remaining period of the
state of national disaster. This directive implemented measures
to minimise the number of people allowed to enter the court
building. It allowed for physical access to the court only where
it was necessary for the achievement of the due administration
of justice. It also enforced various social distancing and hygiene
measures. Introductions were suspended, and meetings with
judges were discouraged.
The precautions taken by the Western Cape Division were
not limited to a mere change in protocol, however. For example,
plastic dividers have been installed inside the courtrooms,
between the judge’s bench and the registrar as well as between
the witness box and the registrar.
Virtual hearings were also provided for via Microsoft Teams,
Zoom, Webex and the like. However, as the disaster alert levels
have eased, it is now left to the discretion of the individual
judge whether they wish to make use of remote hearings, or to
have a hearing in open court.
The Alert Level was lowered to Level 2 on 17 August, and
Level 1 on 18 September. With these Alert Levels, much normal
activity resumed. The courts, however, have continued to make
use of remote hearings and other precautionary measures
where feasible and appropriate.
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On 21 August, the office of the KwaZulu-Natal Division
issued a directive. It stated that criminal and civil trials would
commence again from 24 August. Trials would be conducted
in court. In the motion court, however, the allocated judge
would decide how the proceedings would be conducted. Only
five matters at a time would be dealt with in the motion court.
Parties could elect to have the matter determined on the papers,
without the need for an oral hearing. In appeals, the presiding
judge would make a determination as to whether the matter
could be disposed of without the need for oral argument. If an
oral hearing was necessary, it could be conducted by way of
videoconferencing or a court could be convened for the purposes
of hearing the appeal. The manner in which applications for
leave to appeal were dealt with was left to the discretion of
individual judges. A similar directive followed on 2 October.
In Gauteng, a consolidated practice directive was issued on
18 September. As with previous directives, it aimed to minimise
physical proximity between parties and retained many of the
measures contained in previous directives in order to achieve
this. However, matters requiring oral evidence could be
conducted in open court in certain circumstances.
In addition to the various practice directions issued by the
Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal and Western Cape Divisions, practice
directives were issued by all the other high court divisions.
They reflected a similar approach to containing the outbreak
of Covid-19, albeit with adaptations to cater for the specifics of
practice in each division.
A new normal or a temporary disruption?
The various directives were, at times, confusing and not well
co-ordinated. On the other hand, they gave timeous and usually
sufficient guidance for practitioners trying to muddle through
a crisis. They were a pragmatic response to an unprecedented
disruption.
In the larger jurisdictions, practitioners report that remote
hearings have worked quite well, although much depends on
the type of matter. In Gauteng, the transition has also been made
easier by the existence of the CaseLines system, which greatly
simplifies many of the administrative and filing processes that
take place in advance of a hearing.
The main advantage of remote hearings is their convenience.
Travel time is significantly reduced for practitioners, as is
the stress of wrangling with inner city traffic and parking.
These benefits are especially compelling in situations where
practitioners are required to travel to other cities or provinces for
a hearing. In a long matter, the travel and accommodation costs
associated with out-of-town hearings may be justifiable. But in a
brief interlocutory, for example, such costs are difficult to justify
against the option of a remote hearing.
The most obvious disadvantages of remote hearings are
technological. Technology sometimes fails, internet connections
can be unreliable, and not everyone has the necessary access.
Technological failures can cause serious disruption to hearings
which, in very urgent cases, could prove costly or even
dangerous.
Practitioners have also observed a general relaxing, or
even degrading, of decorum in remote hearings. Many of the
ceremonial and formal aspects of a courtroom hearing are
jettisoned or rendered obsolete. In a remote hearing, the judge
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appears as just another face on the screen, and is not elevated as
in a courtroom. Practitioners do not generally bow to the judge
in remote hearings. There are “mute” mishaps, fumbles with
technology, and lags which lead to people talking over each
other or interrupting. This may, over time, erode respect for the
court process.
This all has implications for the public and access to justice
too. Is a public hearing really public if under 60% of the
population are internet users?1 And what is lost if the public
can no longer sit in a courtroom and observe the administration
of justice in person? On the other hand, it can be argued that a
remote hearing is an even more public affair than a courtroom
hearing, which is only accessible to those in physical proximity
of the court. It seems that, while remote hearings can ultimately
be expected to enhance access to justice, this will depend on
the relevant technology being available to under-resourced or
otherwise restricted litigants, such as prisoners.
Junior advocates have also reported feeling more isolated in
remote hearings. For juniors especially, the courtroom affords
an opportunity to be seen, and to meet colleagues and judges.
In remote hearings, however, the junior’s presence is usually
reduced to a muted and faceless name in a sidebar.
Remote hearings work better in some contexts than in
others. They seem better suited to motion proceedings than
trial proceedings. Practitioners observe that cross-examining
witnesses over electronic platforms can be unexpectedly intense
and tiring (the witness’ face fills the advocate’s screen), and
the reading of a witness’ demeanour is more difficult than in
the three-dimensional world of the courtroom. On the other
hand, remote hearings can make international witnesses more
accessible. Certainly, unopposed motions, pre-trial conferences
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and case management meetings could all take place remotely in
the future, with little being lost. In the case of opposed motions
and trials, it may be appropriate to require parties to motivate or
apply for a remote hearing in suitable cases.
There are also unexpected benefits to remote hearings.
Some practitioners have observed that they favour advocates
who rely on strong content in their submissions rather than
style. This puts the focus where it should be: namely, on the
substance of a submission rather than the personality of the
advocate advancing it. Anecdotally, it has also been suggested
that advocates tend to be more concise in remote hearings and
judges less inclined to tolerate verbosity – perhaps a result of
what has come to be known as “Zoom fatigue”.
Conclusion
There is not enough distance yet to fully understand the impact
of this period on the courts and the administration of justice.
Certainly, the pandemic has introduced legal practitioners to a
new way of doing things, which in many respects is more efficient. Less clear, however, is what damage has been done in the
process. The pandemic has forced us all to live more siloed lives,
which is at odds with the communal nature of justice. Justice
and the law are less visceral outside of a court building, and perhaps less compelling. That may mean a public which over time
becomes less interested in, and more alienated from, the legal
process. If that happens, it would be a price too high. A

Notes
1 https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/sf.html
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SEPARATION OF POWERS
IN A NATIONAL STATE
OF DISASTER

Markus Spiske

South Africa’s response to the
Covid-19 pandemic
by Anton Katz SC and Kessler Perumalsamy, Cape Bar

O

ne measure of the health of a society is how it is governed.
And conventional wisdom is that societies are best regulated through a system of checks and balances. The checks and
balances attempt to ensure accountability, responsiveness and
openness. Such checks are given effect to by the separation of
powers. At the best of times the separation of powers between
the three arms of the state – the executive, the legislature and
the judiciary – is not always a smooth and seamless enterprise.1
By the nature of things the legislature’s oversight of executive
power is sensitive. The majority party in Parliament may be
wary to hold the leaders of the party, who broadly form the
executive, to account. And when the judiciary plays its constitutional role and either strikes down legislation or holds the
exercise of executive power to be unconstitutional and invalid,
whispered complaints about unelected judges trying to run the
country surface – sometimes loudly. “Yes, the judiciary is independent”, it is said, “but the judges need to know their place in
a democracy!”
But what about the worst of times? A time when the entire
world is confronted by a novel coronavirus, creating a global
public health emergency. How has that uneasy “tripartite
powers” relationship played out during the 2020 Covid-19
pandemic world? Has the judicial and the legislative branches
adequately held the executive to account? And has the executive
responded rationally and in a constitutionally permissible
manner to the pandemic?
Perhaps history will reflect that the judiciary has been too
timid. The legislature absent. And the executive unnecessarily

heavy handed and irrational in responding to the challenges
posed by the pandemic.
History demonstrates that when a state of exception arises
such as state of emergency or a state of disaster, the conventional
institutional channels for accountability no longer apply. And
conditions are ripe for the executive to accrue unchecked
powers, often, with the consent of the people, who fear an
external threat. Some freedoms are seemingly temporarily
exchanged for protection from this threat. But often the
exchange is not temporary.
Internationally, concerns have been raised about the abuse
of executive power guised as necessary measures in dealing
with the Covid-19 pandemic. On 30 March 2020, the Hungarian
Parliament passed the Act on the Protection Against Coronavirus,
giving Viktor Orbán’s government authority to override existing
legislation by executive decree. And in July 2020 President
Trump tweeted that the United States presidential election
should be postponed on account of the coronavirus.
The idea that a strong executive, rather than the rule of law,
prevails when a state of exception arises is not new. It is perhaps
most (in)famously associated with the conservative German
public lawyer and Nazi political theorist, Carl Schmitt.
Schmitt famously proclaimed that “the sovereign is he who
decides the exception”.2 And by exception, he meant the departure
from the rule of law in the public interest, and in response
to some threat to the life of the nation. For Schmitt, the true
political sovereign is the chief executive who is revealed when
we are forced to depart from a normal state of affairs. It is
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not the courts or the legislature, or a combination of all three
branches of government. The chief executive, therefore, is the
true guardian of the Constitution, and liberal notions of the
rule of law as constraint on executive power is proven to be an
illusion when the state of exception arises.3
It is perhaps most tempting to side with a Schmittian
account of law and power when there is a public health
emergency. Indeed, a recent court judgment dealing with a
challenge to the Disaster Management Regulations, possibly in
Schmittian fashion held that “it is not for the Courts to prescribe to
government how it should exercise its mandate in those circumstances
[the state of national disaster].”4 But is this account of law
and power applicable to South Africa? Or, does South African
constitutionalism offer a unique account of the rule of law as a
constraint on executive power even when a state of exception
arises?
We suggest it does.
In 2002 Parliament enacted the Disaster Management Act.
The Act forms the legal basis of any governmental response to a
municipal, provincial or national state of disaster.
In the event of a national disaster the executive is granted
primary responsibility for the co-ordination and management of
the response to national disasters. But that responsibility is not
unconstrained. A national state of disaster lapses three months
after it has been declared and may be extended by the executive
for one month at a time indefinitely. Parliament has no role to
play in the existence of a state of disaster. The Disaster Act itself
limits the powers of the executive; and that is apart from the
constraints imposed by the supreme law, the Constitution.
The Disaster Act envisions the co-operation of all three
branches of government in responding to a state of national
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disaster. Although it is the executive who is charged with
declaring a state of disaster and responding to it; Parliament
in the Disaster Act narrowly constrained how the executive
responds to a national disaster. It does so in three important
ways. First, all regulations made by the minister of co-operative
governance and traditional affairs cannot have the effect of
amending or repealing existing legislation. The COGTA minister
having declared a national state of disaster may only make
regulations that augment5 existing legislation, but that does not,
in effect, repeal or amend existing legislation. Secondly, the
Disaster Act regulates the subject matter of the COGTA Minister’s
regulations, and thirdly, the purposes for which the COGTA
minister may make regulations are controlled.
If the COGTA minister makes regulations that offend these
narrow constraints on her powers, the courts have a duty to
uphold Parliament’s constraints and declare the unauthorized
exercise of power unconstitutional, unlawful and invalid.
But apart from the Disaster Act itself, the Constitution also
constrains executive power during a state of national disaster.
The Constitution constrains the executive. The exercise of
power by the executive – even during a state of disaster – must
comply with the rule of law and the principle of legality.
Whatever action is taken must be rationally connected to
its purpose. If the executive acts mala fide, from an ulterior or
improper motive, or if they do not apply their mind properly
to the issue, or if the provisions of an enabling statute are
disregarded, then the courts may and indeed are obliged to
interfere. So, in Borrowdale v Director General of Health [2020]
NZHC 2090 [19 August 2020] the High Court of New Zealand,
Wellington held, in respect of the lockdown imposed in
response to Covid-19 that “even in times of emergency, however,
and even when the merits of the government’s response are not widely
contested, the rule of law matters”. Other decisions in common
law jurisdictions evidence a long tradition of the rule of law’s
disciplining power on the executive during a state of exception.6
The Constitution’s promise of rational law making applies
to both the substance of the law and importantly as well the
process by which the law is made. This means that there must be
a rational connection between the regulation adopted and the
purpose it seeks to achieve. If the government seeks to prohibit
the sale of hot foods, or rotisserie chickens, or prohibit the sale
of summer clothing, but permit the sale of “crop-bottoms” or
“t-shirts worn as an undergarment for warmth” or “closed-toe
heels”, it can only do so because these measures are rationally
connected to preventing the spread of the Covid-19 virus.
A state of disaster is not the same as a state of emergency
– the latter is expressly dealt with by the Constitution. Section
37 of the Constitution allows the executive to declare a state of
emergency in terms of an Act of Parliament only when the life of
the nation is threatened by war, invasion, general insurrection,
disorder, natural disaster or other public emergency and the
declaration is necessary to restore peace and order. Significantly
the Constitution expressly prevents the derogation of a number
of protected constitutional rights. A state of emergency may
only be effective if the National Assembly resolves to extend the
emergency within 21 days from the date of the declaration of
the state of emergency.
These strict constraints on the executive, even when the
most serious form of a state of exception arises, demonstrate
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that South African constitutionalism does not envision weak
legal constraints, and strong executive power, even when a
state of exception arises. On the contrary, the Constitution
rejects a Schmittian account of law and power when a state of
emergency or national disaster is declared. All three branches
have a significant role to play to preserve the legal order and
participate together in a common constitutional project that
preserves rights and overcomes the state of exception without
harming the legal order.7
How the courts respond to the legal challenges against
the Disaster Management Regulations could and probably
will have a lasting effect on South African constitutionalism.
The judgments that emerge from challenges to the Disaster
Management Regulations will be important to shaping South
Africa’s legal culture for posterity. They provide guidance on
the rule of law’s disciplining power when a state of exception
arises and shape the manner in which the executive conducts
itself in future states of disasters, and possibly emergencies. In
an uncertain and unstable world, with serious threats posed
by global climate change, environmental disasters, agricultural
instability, draughts, mineral resource exhaustion, increasing
inequality and global terrorism and corruption or criminality
it is crucial that the checks and balances the law puts in place
are developed and shaped not only for now, but for the future.
Only then can the democratic hygiene of accountability,
responsiveness and openness be protected, sustained and
advanced. A
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1 Economic Freedom Fighters and Others v Speaker of the National Assembly and
Another (CCT76/17) [2017] ZACC 47; 2018 (3) BCLR 259 (CC); 2018 (2) SA
571 (CC) (29 December 2017)
2 C Schmitt Political Theology: Four Chapters on the Concept of Sovereignty (University of Chicago Press, Chicago 2005).
3 L Vinx The Guardian of the Constitution: Hans Kelsen and Carl Schmitt on the Limits
of Constitutional Law (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 2015) at 79.
4 Esau and Others v Minister of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs
and Others (5807/2020) [2020] ZAWCHC 56 (26 June 2020).
5
Section 26(2)(b) of the Disaster Act states: “the national executive must deal with
a national disaster- …
(b) in terms of existing legislation and contingency arrangements as augmented
by regulations or directions made or issued in terms of section 27(2) if a
national state of disaster has been declared.”
6 See for example: A (FC) and Others v Secretary of State for the Home Department
[2004] UKHL 56 [95] per Lord Hoffman “of course the government has a duty to
protect the lives and property of its citizens. But that is a duty it owes all the time
and which it must discharge without destroying constitutional freedoms”. and Liversidge v Anderson [1941] UKHL 1 (dissenting speech of Lord Atkin) “In England,
amidst the clash of arms, the laws are not silent. They may be changed, but they
speak the same language in war as in peace. It has always been one of the pillars
of freedom, one of the principles of liberty for which on recent authority we are
now fighting, that the judges are no respecters of persons, and stand between the
subject and any attempted encroachments on his liberty by the executive, alert to
see that any coercive action is justified in law.” (emphasis in bold).
7 See D Dyzenhaus ‘States of Emergency in Rosenfeld and Sajo The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Constitutional Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford 2012)
at 442.
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THE COMMERCIAL COURT:
The status quo
by David Unterhalter,
Acting Justice of the
Supreme Court of Appeal

Ardfern

T

he revival of the commercial court in 2018 was met with
both encouragement and skepticism. The revival was
intended to offer an effective form of dispute resolution through
the courts for commercial cases of some complexity, novelty
or importance. For too long, many cases of this kind have not
come to the high court. There may be some disagreement as
to why this occurred and whether avoiding the courts was
justified. But few would disagree that a legal system predicated
on precedent that does not generate a sufficiently broad and
rigorous body of commercial case law suffers no small disability.
That is so for two important and connected reasons. First, the
rule of law is of fundamental importance to private commercial
exchange. It is the settled framework of law and the capacity
to resolve disputes through authoritative decision making that
provides two necessary conditions under which commerce may
flourish. It is the decisions of the courts that build our system
of precedent. And that system contributes to the certainty
required for commercial transactions to take place. And without
certainty commerce is diminished. Second, arbitration and other
alternatives to litigation before the courts are important and often
valuable forms of dispute resolution. But they are, by their nature,
disaggregated, largely confidential, and constitute no authority
beyond the dispute that is resolved by the award. Some of the
very virtues of arbitration make it ill-suited to the establishment of
an authoritative body of case law, built over time, that provides a
large measure of certainty to commercial transactions.
If the need for the courts to hear important commercial
cases is largely uncontroversial, how to achieve this is not
straightforward. In many jurisdictions, the establishment of a
dedicated commercial court has proved successful. That success
has come about for two principal reasons. First, the courts have
adopted comprehensive case management, under procedures
that prize disclosure, expedition, economy, adherence to time
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periods, the rapid resolution of interlocutory issues, a clear
and mostly immutable timetable, a trial on well-defined issues
and a judgment rendered in a reasonable time. Second, judges
who sit in the commercial court should enjoy this kind of work;
they must be allocated the time to devote themselves to the
commercial court, and they must attend to the work of the court
so as to achieve its procedural ambitions and produce judgments,
without delay, that are worthy of the cases they hear.
The commercial court was revived by way of a practice
directive in 2018. The practice directive, broadly, puts in
place three procedural priorities. First, it imposes a screening
mechanism to decide whether a matter should enjoy the attention
of the commercial court. The idea of the court is not to devote
judicial time to cases unsuited to the purposes of the commercial
court. A case must be a commercial case judged against the
generous criteria of the directive. It must also have some
demonstrable complexity, importance or novelty so as to benefit
from what the commercial court offers and seeks to achieve.
Second, the directive seeks to entrench the value of case
management. One or two judges are assigned to manage the case.
This oversight is intended to ensure that there is a judge who
gains a good understanding of the matter. The assigned judge
must decide upon the timetable and ensure adherence to the
timetable. The judge is available to the parties to deal with the
issues that may arise so as to bring the matter to trial, and then
run the trial to an efficient conclusion.
Third, the procedures set out in the directive provide a
modern view as to how litigation and adjudication should take
place. Procedure is not there to provide a resource for delay,
nor to aid the machinations of the reluctant litigant, nor to
provide cover for litigious ambush. Rather the procedures are
framed along the lines of successful commercial courts in other
jurisdictions. No more the emaciated pleadings that hide more
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than they disclose. A full statement of case is required which
includes a summary of the evidence and the essential documents
relied upon. The same is required of the defendant. Discovery
must seek the disclosure of specific documents, responsive to
the statement of case or the defence. No more the search for the
documentary universe on an industrial scale so to yield a handful
of documents that prove truly relevant at trial. Witness statements
are a necessity. They constitute the evidence in chief. Court time
is reduced. And the parties proceed to trial, that most costly
production, on the true issues in dispute.
But of course, a court is not made by the procedures it writes
for itself. All depends on how the judges, advocates and attorneys
do their work and make of the commercial court what it is
designed to do.
The most recent figures show that some 216 cases have been
assigned to the commercial court in Johannesburg. A very much
larger number will have sought assignment and failed after a
consideration of the matter by one of the judges who sit on the
commercial court committee. Many judges have welcomed the
revival of the court, the procedural scope of case management
and the opportunity to decide the cases that have come to the
commercial court. With the wide-ranging support of the Bar
and the attorneys’ profession, the court has attracted cases of
significant importance, across diverse fields of commercial law.
It is not possible to say how many of these cases would have
been brought to the high court without the commercial court.
But, whereas larger, more complex commercial trials had become
something of a rarity in the high court, the cases before the
commercial court have turned this around.
But a court of this ambition could not escape difficulties of
implementation. The commercial court is not a separate court.
It forms part of the Gauteng division of the high court, and
commercial court cases are heard by the judges of the division.
The work of the commercial court must be done together with
all the other calls upon a high court judge – a court of wide
jurisdiction. The case management of a complex commercial case
is time consuming. The work of the commercial court has to be
balanced against other judicial commitments. Long commercial
trials need to be accommodated on already congested court rolls;
and there are many other cases that must be heard, with equal
claims to judicial attention and resources. This can give rise to
scheduling difficulties that a separate court would avoid. But the
idea of the commercial court was always to make the hearing of
commercial cases not a special preserve, but part of what the high
court does, and does well. That remains a strong commitment of
the leadership of the bench. The number of cases that have been
assigned to the court, and continue to seek assignment, would
indicate that the commercial court is achieving its central purpose:
to make the high court a place where significant commercial cases
are heard and decided, and thereby contribute to the institutional
depth of our commercial law.
The commercial court adopts an approach to the conduct
of litigation that is very different to the ways in which civil
procedure has often been used in the past. A case may come to
the commercial court even where one of the litigants would wish
it were otherwise. Litigants and their representatives are tempted
to revert to past practices where delay and jousting for procedural
advantage were sometimes more important than getting the case
decided. Old habits die hard. The disciplines of the commercial
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“Some view the commercial court to
be in competition with commercial
arbitration. And skeptics think the
court will fail. This oversimplifies
the matter. An effective system of
domestic arbitration depends upon
the courts.”
court are intended to change all this. But it is a new legal culture.
It takes time to take hold, both for judges and practitioners.
And as it does, there will be some uneven application of the
commercial court directive.
Some view the commercial court to be in competition with
commercial arbitration. And skeptics think the court will fail.
This oversimplifies the matter. An effective system of domestic
arbitration depends upon the courts. Not simply to enforce
awards and determine reviews, but to ensure that there is a well
-developed commercial law. Without such a law, the application
of South African law in arbitral proceedings will not only be
uncertain, but increasingly lose salience. A robust system of
domestic commercial arbitration requires a thriving commercial
law, developed by the courts. In this sense, arbitration and the
commercial courts are complementary. In other ways, they
compete. This is no bad thing. Each has its advantages. It matters
that the courts should offer a competent alternative to arbitration.
That is part of what the commercial court seeks to do. Not out
of self-interest, but because of the institutional value that its
decisions provide, not least for the very law that commercial
arbitration so often applies.
Lastly, as with every other aspect of legal practice, the
commercial court has had to deal with the pandemic of Covid-19.
It has placed unrelenting strain upon the way people live and
work. At the outset, it was hard to know how the courts were
going to operate and how the most basic aspects of legal practice
and litigation were going to take place. We have seen quite
unexpected adaptations. The use of appropriate technology
coupled with some flexibility has made a great contribution. The
commercial court was fortunate to have its seat in the Gauteng
division. Nowhere else was CaseLines so well advanced and so
well adapted to the running of virtual courtrooms. Of course,
virtual trials are more challenging than other types of hearing. But
it has been one of the more surprising features of the lockdown
that the courtroom can be so effectively recreated virtually. This
has been true too of the commercial court. And it may be one
of the enduring results of the pandemic. We can do much, very
efficiently, by using a virtual platform, and with much saving of
cost and time.
The commercial court is two years old. It was an experiment
undertaken to restore the place of the courts at the heart of the
development of our commercial law. The court has put down
roots. There is a demand for what it offers, and wide support for
its broader aims. Its work has continued during the lockdown.
There are certainly improvements to be made. But the commercial
court offers the best chance we have of restoring the preeminence
of the courts in the development of our commercial law. A
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MAY IT PLEASE THE COURT
or how to Zoom clear of
disaster
by Jean Meiring, Johannesburg Bar

I

n 1933, The New Yorker magazine observed how telephones
were viewed as perilous things: “[People] were afraid that if
they stood near one in a thunderstorm they might get hit by
lightning. Even if there wasn’t any storm, the electric wiring
might give them a shock. When they saw a telephone … they
stood away from it or picked it up gingerly.”1
If only Jeffrey Toobin, until recently a staff writer at that
storied magazine and CNN’s chief legal analyst, had cultivated
a similar deference to his omniscient computer screen; had
realised how full of holes the safety net of the mute and cameraoff switches on the meeting application Zoom are. Then, he
might have been spared a world of embarrassment.
Yet, he lacked such deference and such insight. While
his is an extreme case – the minutiae are rather too salacious
for a periodical like Advocate – in the past few months many
advocates attended meetings and hearings over Zoom, Teams
or similar applications less suited-and-tied, less groomed –
even markedly unkempt – than we would ever have imagined
possible. Or for another reason skirted around imminent
humiliation.
Since the key turned on the lockdown, our lives have
moved online and become virtual in a wholly unprecedented
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way; it’s no hyperbole to say that the world of the law has
made us all very close to cyborgs, alive but disembodied in the
ether somewhere among a constellation of computers. Our
intermittently bare legs and feet – hidden out of plain sight –
have become an unreality, a figment of someone’s imagination,
a matter for speculation. A new code of conduct, a novel set of
rules of etiquette appears to be emerging.
Indeed, nobody is perfect and mishaps are bound to befall
us. Even casual calls among colleagues over Zoom, Teams or
Skype can spiral from the deathly dull – “Can you hear me?”;
“The computer says I’m online, but I can’t see anyone …”; “I cut
out for a split second, would you repeat what you said?” – to
the absurd, the hilarious and the unrobed. The British website
Rollonfriday reported how a Zoom call among lawyer colleagues
went decidedly awry when one of the male participants –
apparently oblivious to the fact that the camera’s eye was astare
– alighted from his throne and wandered about within the range
of the camera’s gaze, his loins entirely ungirded.2
Naturally, the USA has also not been spared the
consequences of the so-called new normal. In a memorandum to
the Weston Bar Association, Florida Judge Dennis Bailey issued
a stern dressing-down of counsel for their behaviour during

May it please the court or how to Zoom clear of disaster

the Zoom application on her laptop and activate the camera.
Intermittently, there would be glitches, hiccups. As if using oldfashioned walky-talkies, those appearing before the judge and
the judge himself would herald their intention to speak; before
speaking, they would ensure that they were visible and audible
to the others in the scattered hearing. And, finally, they would
signal their departure from the stage with something akin to
“over and out”. There would be stutterings and mutterings,
delays and broken telephones, gentle paroxysms of irritation,
shrouded in politeness.
In the hearing, there was a particularly computer-savvy
counsel who brought documents to the attention of the Judge
not through simply providing to him the CaseLines page
reference – itself an unwieldy, double-barrelled affair – but
by proffering a so-called (electronic) prompt. Every so often,
however, the prompt would go astray; the judge would peer
after it into the void with narrowed eyes.
By the end of the day, the muscles of all those in attendance
would have tensed into knots. Nerves would be fraying. And,
when a bit of salty commentary – meant for the ears of no-one
beyond the four walls of the room – was indeed caught in the
net of the mute button, a sigh of relief would hiss forth … (“Did
I just think that – or did I actually say it out loud?”)
Despite a range of gnarls of this kind, advocates’ ability
to conduct legal proceedings remotely offered us a lifeline. In
compliance with the lockdown regulations, hearings might
be conducted from home – perhaps minutes after a hurried
breakfast. Not only was the impossible thus made possible,
but – in theory, at least – certain litigation costs were lessened.
Forgotten were early-morning dashes to Kimberley for an
exception and afternoons spent lolling on the stoep of the Club
before zooming back on the afternoon flight. Of course, to
play the game you needed a stable and trustworthy internet
connection, hardly a given even in the heart of Sandton or Cape
Town. (Not to mention the condition precedent of a supply of
electricity …)
The flipside of the coin is that, in some quarters, a heady
cocktail of relaxation and complacency has been mixed, the gist

Fernando Arcos

remote hearings. He warned that they should always preserve a
sense of where they are and what they’re doing. There had been
a slew of complaints by judges about the lack of professionalism
and decorum on the part of attorneys attending remote
hearings. They were, he grumbled, appearing for hearings “with
no shirt on”, or “pool side”; one had attended a hearing from
“under the covers of her bed”.3 In another incident, a US law
firm issued an apology since, over a Zoom hearing, one of its
number had been heard to stage whisper that their opponent
was “obviously lying”. On a private Zoom call, the same
attorney employed an aviation metaphor: his opponent was
“crashing and burning”; the call was accidentally broadcast on
the Court feed.4
Indeed, in several of the divisions of South Africa’s High
Court, in the SCA and the Constitutional Court, proceedings
– especially civil ones – have in the past six months routinely
been conducted over the internet, mostly with success. In the
Gauteng Division (GD) and Gauteng Local Division (GLD),
those hearings have been filigreed with the new-fangled use of
CaseLines, an equally electronic means of delivering and having
access to court papers, coincidentally launched experimentally
shortly before the start of lockdown.
So, by way of example, the following unfolded. An
application was heard in the GLD. The judge and his registrar
were perched in Pritchard Street. The applicant’s legal team
convened in a large, airy conference room in an advocates’
group in Sandton. Each member of the team had a laptop open
before them, a mask over their faces. Yet, the proceedings were
also projected onto a large screen against one of the walls of that
room.
At the nearby rooms of AFSA, the one respondent’s team
was aggregated. There, a similar scenario played out. The
attorneys and counsel of another respondent joined the
hearing from a conference room at another advocates’ group,
a few blocks away. The two counsel representing yet another
respondent each attended the hearing from rooms of their own,
the one at chambers and the other at his home.
When a counsel was “on her feet”, she would unmute
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of which I describe above. With days that might start whenever
and end even more open-endedly, there were reports even of
judges who considered ordinary court hours as a guideline
rather than something set in stone. Indeed, for counsel, remote
proceedings have brought into sharp focus the issues of
professionalism and court etiquette and decorum. Obviously,
counsel is expected to be attired appropriately – and, if not, to
keep the unravelling edges invisible. But what of an appropriate
background? The angle and position of the camera? Lighting?
Sound? How might the court deal with unexpected intrusions
into the advocate’s study and with unintended gaffes?
To tackle these difficulties head-on, both in South Africa and
further afield, courts issued specific directives. For instance, the
Constitutional Court decreed how matters before it are to be
conducted remotely. The room from which counsel teleports
themselves into the court must be private and closed; no other
person may enter the room during the hearing. A fortiori, this
applies to children and pets. Counsel are also required to
“ensure that their camera is level with their faces and that their
screens are upright so that they do not appear to be looking up
or down, or leaning back and away from the screen, which then
shows the ceiling or the upper part of the wall.” What is more,
as if taking a passport picture in a photo booth, “counsel should
position themselves so that viewers will see at least a head and
shoulders picture filling the centre of the screen.”5

“Counsel are also required to ‘ensure
that their camera is level with their
faces and that their screens are
upright so that they do not appear
to be looking up or down, or leaning
back and away from the screen,
which then shows the ceiling or the
upper part of the wall’.”
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The SCA implemented similar directives. Indeed, both
courts’ directives have the same object: to minimise distractions
that might detract from the court’s decorum. In other words: to
keep the real world – with all its noisy messiness – at bay. AFSA,
too, has a set of directives governing remote hearings, compiled
by behemoths like retired Judge Fritz Brand and Professor David
Butler.6
On 20 March 2020 already, the Judiciary of England
and Wales issued the Protocol Regarding Remote Hearings. It
favours remote hearings over physical ones, especially in civil
proceedings. Private institutions, like London’s Inns of Court
College of Advocacy also provided guidance on preparing
for video court hearings remotely, about which the previous
edition of Advocate reported. In the USA, similar protocols for
conducting remote hearings were issued at the state and federal
levels.
It is only human that a remote hearing, with the presiding
judge physically far removed, offers the temptation to counsel,
schooled in being as persistent as persuasion requires, to be
bolder than might otherwise be the case. Indeed, there is an
entire sub-field of scholarship devoted to understanding how
court architecture and interior design establishes decorum and
advances the court’s authority – very little of which is conveyed
through a small screen. Instances of unduly robust advocacy are,
therefore, surely more likely in remote hearings. In a video clip
widely circulated on social media, in the GD a litigant in a Zoom
hearing – himself an attorney – lashed out rather immoderately
at an acting judge, who had dismissed his claim against the
State. The attorney in question has since apologised for the
vehemence of his language and behaviour.7
Yet, mishaps are not limited to litigants and lawyers. Judges,
too, might err inadvertently. The UK Law Society’s Gazette
reported that, in July 2020, having been overheard making
inappropriate comments, a judge in the Family Division would
be replaced in care proceedings, that had been heard over
Zoom. Having testified in person for two days earlier that
month, the child’s mother complained of feeling unwell, citing
back pain and blurred vision. Later, she reported developing a
cough. Accordingly, the hearing moved to a virtual platform.
When the Court finally rose, the judge’s closed laptop computer
was taken to her chamber; yet, the remote link to the Court
room remained open. A number of those who remained on the
call overheard the Judge’s private telephone conversation with
her clerk. Her comments were somewhat delicate: the mother
was feigning a cough – in the midst of Covid-19! – and was
venturing “every trick in the book” to avoid having to answer
probing questions.8
Yet, as with most things, the breach of court decorum is
inevitably a matter of degree. What might in a year or two be
considered acceptable will, in part, depend upon the measure
to which the law and technology continue to interact in the
wake of the lockdown. This theme will not readily recede. With
it there comes a difficult tension between hearings being less
public and indeed also more publicly accessible. Being able to
attend a remote hearing is different to walking into the Court
room itself (it requires “insider” information and resources). Yet,
at one and the same time, remote-hearing technology also opens
the door to heightened public scrutiny of legal proceedings.
Even those not near the Court building or unable to travel might
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humanity at the altar of technological convenience and “getting
things done”? In South Africa at least, these questions will
ultimately be considered through the prism of the values
enshrined in our Constitution – striking a balance between the
efficient running of the administration of justice, on the one
hand, and intrinsic humanity, human dignity and ubuntu, on the
other.
Indeed, while the snicker-snack of technology enabled us to
continue being advocates under the dark cloud of the lockdown
– despite the many perils, we adapted our skills to be as effective
as we could using the new media – there remains a serious risk
that in-person advocacy will become attenuated, may someday
seem an unnecessary luxury. That gradually we allow the living
voice and the spoken word in open court to be muted by a
variety of other, mediated techniques of persuasion.
That is perhaps the greatest peril against which we must
guard. A
Notes
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attend such a hearing. Indeed, the Constitutional Court recently
launched its own YouTube channel, on which it now livestreams its hearings. Whatever advances are made, the dangers
associated with hacking and the like remain ever-present.
Above all, it is fundamentally important that the Courts
remain imbued and animated by a sense of humanity – of
human-ness. Remote proceedings threaten to dilute the
immediacy and the human-to-human essence of in-person
proceedings. In remote settings, all interaction is mediated
through technology, through a sometimes flickering, spluttering
screen. This is likely to be alienating to all participants. Indeed,
an English barrister has rightly cautioned that the more personal
and fractious the dispute, the more difficult a remote hearing
is.9 Usually, trials will fall into the latter category. Motions and
appeals are somewhat differently appointed; one might say that,
generally, they are more susceptible to electronic adjudication.
Probably more than any other type of matter, criminal
trials bring these difficulties sharply into focus. How, for
instance, does a court, with any degree of confidence, appraise
demeanour over a screen and make credibility findings? How
does a court balance its obligation to mete out objective justice
while, at the same time, according an accused an appropriate
share of sensitivity? In Singapore, a man was recently sentenced
to death over Zoom for his role in a 2011 heroin transaction.10 In
Nigeria, the death penalty was imposed on a man convicted of
murder – also over Zoom.11 Indeed, there are cogent arguments
that imposing the death penalty remotely further accentuates its
inherently cruel and inhumane character. Surely, the reasoning
goes, it is easier to send someone to the proverbial gallows over
a screen than it is to do so while looking them personally in the
eye.
These examples raise a range of important ethical questions.
Where does the line fall to be drawn between empathy and
technological efficiency? Do we sacrifice our fundamental
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THE BAR
AND CHAMBERS

The GCB and its constituent bars
must consider different housing
options for members, or risk
becoming extinct
by Bart Ford, Johannesburg Society of Advocates
BA.LLB, DipEd, CPIR, BA. Hons (Labour Relations)

Introduction
All practising advocates are, in terms of the Legal Practice Act
28 of 2014, statutorily regulated by the Legal Practice Council
(LPC). Prior to the inception of the LPC, advocates were, by way
of voluntarily association, regulated by the General Council of
the Bar (GCB) through its constituent Bars, established in the
various provinces. Advocates who were not members of the
GCB, either practised as so-called independent advocates or as
members of alternative advocates associations.
The manner in which chambers are held
The manner in which advocates hold chambers under the LPC
is provided for in the Code of Conduct for Legal Practitioners,
which provides that advocates must hold chambers that are
suitable for the practice of an advocate. This regulation, in effect,
does away with the requirement that advocates must practise as
a group or within a demarcated group.
The GCB however requires, that its members practise from
designated buildings approved for holding of chambers and
in some of its Bars, as members of approved groups. GCB
members are not permitted to practice from any other work
space, such as their homes, an office in a building not approved
by the Bar or from attorneys’ offices. It is only in exceptional
circumstances that members of the GCB are allowed to practice
from home. GCB members are however permitted to take up
door-membership with groups situated in other provinces or
divisions, on condition that the member’s primary membership
is with any of the constituent Bars.
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With the unfortunate dawn of the Covid-19 pandemic,
most, if not all advocates, operating under auspices of the GCB
had to adapt the manner in which they run their practices,
heralding a transition from face-to-face to digital interaction. In
addition, court hearings migrated to virtual-hearings resulting in
advocates having to re-examine the manner in which advocates
hold chambers.
Practising in a digital landscape has eliminated the need
for travel and physical interaction, bringing the rule, that
members must hold chambers in the traditional way, under
greater scrutiny. The constraints imposed by the one-size-fitsall approach to holding chambers, the fact that the holding
of chambers in the traditional sense has become impractical
compounded by the glaring economic conditions brought about
by Covid-19, have caused members either to resign from the
Bar or contemplate doing so. But by resigning from the Bar,
members are merely opting out of the straitjacket approach
to holding of chambers and continue to practice as advocates
by embracing other, and to a greater extent, more affordable
options to holding chambers, such as practising from a
dedicated office suitable for the practice of an advocate, but not
from a GCB approved building or group within a constituent
Bar. By so doing members, effectively resign from the Bar.
This attrition is capable of being stemmed if the GCB and its
constituent Bars were to move with the times and approve
alternative housing options for its members.

The Bar and Chambers

Housing options
I list below, a number of such options that ought to be
considered, and if not, it is increasingly probable, if not
inevitable, that members will continue to resign from the GCB
and its constituent Bars, resulting in its ultimate demise.

Approach 1: Individual Chambers
The individually styled format of chambers appears to enjoy
widespread support amongst most members and should be
retained by the GCB for members who elect to practise in
this format.

Approach 2: Localised Chambers
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Conclusion
I respectfully submit that the GCB, in light of the current socioeconomic climate, ought to relax the rule requiring members
to hold chambers only within a dedicated group or within the
sanctioned buildings recognised by the Bar (the one-size-fitsall approach). By so doing, the Bar will retain and possibly
recoup a number of members who no longer see it necessary
to practice within a dedicated group. The GCB should present
members with the option to practise in any of the formats
proposed above, on condition that the GCB and its constituent
bars’ housing committees are satisfied that the chambers and the
manner in which members wish to operate from are suitable for
the practice of an advocate. A

This approach to chambers relates to situations where
members wish no longer to practise from a designated
group, but instead elects to practise from home or an office,
suitable for the practice of an advocate.

Approach 3: Co-working Chambers
This format of holding chambers is intended to
accommodate advocates who enjoy the cohesiveness of
practising with other advocates, but who no longer see
the rationale for holding expensive, individually-styled,
chambers and who elect to operate from a common-room
open plan area. Under this concept members will consult
clients by utilising separate consultation and virtual-hearing
rooms. A proposal in this regard has already been placed
before the Johannesburg Bar for consideration.

Approach 4: Virtual Chambers
This approach to chambers would apply to situations where
members wish no longer to practice from a designated
building or group and prefer to operate completely virtually
in respect of contact with members and conducting
consultations.

Approach 5: Hybrid-Virtual Chambers
This approach would cater for members who operate
virtually, but who only require a consultation room
as-and-when such is required. Groups formed on this
basis would only have consultation rooms to be used
by members as-and-when the need arose. This format
does not make any allowance for physical holding
of chambers, whether individually-styled or on a coworking/common-room basis.
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JUDICIAL TRANSFORMATION IS A
CONSTITUTIONAL IMPERATIVE
A response to Judge Cachalia
by Bayethe Maswazi,
Deputy President of the
Black Lawyers Association

David Cohen

T

he April issue of Advocate (April 2020) carried what may
be regarded as a stern rebuke of the Judicial Service
Commission (JSC) and its performance in the appointment of
judges. It comes to us through the extra-curial voice of one of
the eminent judges of our Supreme Court of Appeal, in the
person of Judge Cachalia.
I write in response to the content of his piece, to demonstrate
not only how important his subject is but also that his views
are not fully accurate in their attempt to point us to a solution
of a supposed problem wrought by the JSC in the performance
of its constitutional duties. This is an unenviable task in view
of the stature of the author to whom I have taken the liberty to
respond, not only for the fact that he is a judge but also that his
struggle credentials are quite considerable. For that reason, this
response may easily and, I may add mistakenly, be understood
as a response to such credentials as opposed to the content of
the piece and the merits or demerits of its central argument. This
disclaimer is apt to be made from the outset.
The central argument represented in the paper is that the
JSC has, along the way, neglected merit as the fundamental
yardstick of those that are called upon to serve as judges in
our judiciary in favour of transformation as represented in
section 174(2) of the Constitution. The author reaches this
conclusion through a literalist and disjunctive interpretation of
the provisions concerned, namely section 174(1) and (2) of our
Constitution. However, for now, his tools of interpretation are
not my concern; my issue is that he sees merit as something
aside and quite apart from the imperative of a transformative
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judiciary. With this, I disagree.
It would have assisted this engagement for Judge Cachalia
to clarify who are these people that have been appointed on
a different basis other than the provision of section 174(1) of
the Constitution, and equally, which are these judgments that
demonstrate the Constitutional Court and the Supreme Court of
Appeal as having been denuded of their skills in commercial and
tax law, resulting in matters being taken to private arbitration as
opposed to being litigated in the high courts.
It would be unfortunate if the “technical experience” which
is flagged in the paper as the most ideal consideration for
judicial selection is a code name for white candidates, whilst
transformation, as represented by section 174(2) is a code word
for black and women candidates. This is where a more elaborate
description of the identity of those that may be regarded
as transformation candidates, because they have not been
appointed on the basis of technical competence, would have
assisted in the understanding of the essence of the concern. This
is because no one has a natural conception of what is meant by
technical competence; it is a term that is available for anyone
to attach a contextual meaning to, and in the case of judicial
selection it can hardly stand and mean much outside the context
in which that selection is taking place, including historical
context.
It is axiomatic by now that the quality of a judiciary in any
country will reflect the quality of the legal profession. This
is not only in respect of the intellectual quality of those that
make their legal submissions to the courts during the process of

Judicial Transformation is a Constitutional imperative

adjudication, but also because for judicial selection we look no
further than the legal profession for suitable candidates.
Equally inviting of universal acceptance is that the quality
of briefing patterns plays no small role in the availability of a
cohort of candidates in any given time who are appointable onto
the bench. If briefing patterns are skewed in favour of white
males, as they are in South Africa, then precisely on the basis of
exposure to quality work, white male advocates and attorneys
might easily appear as more adequately equipped for judicial
responsibilities than their black counterparts, male or female.
Thus technical experience becomes the exclusive preserve
of white males even in appearance. There is a subliminal
suggestion in the paper under consideration that this is ideal.
Since the paper presents the South African law as a perfect
mosaic of legal ideas which must be kept as is, and that those
that have practised it for the longest time are the best candidates
for judicial selection, we must examine the intellectual efficacy
of this proposition. This is because, according to the paper,
the skills in commercial, tax and intellectual property law
which are supposedly lacking in both the Supreme Court and
Constitutional Court can only be acquired over time. This
means that this segment of our body of law needs no new
jurisprudential insights. This is patently mistaken. Such insights
may very well come from those that have no experience in such
fields, who may rather bring to these segments of our law new
meanings and premises that may make us rethink the hard and
trite legal norms that we have accumulated in our tragic past.
There are many decisions of both the Supreme Court of Appeal
and the Constitutional Court that prove this. If we proceed from
the premise that we are constructing a new jurisprudence even
as we use the old, this proposition is hard to dismiss.
Judges do not bring into the process of judicial adjudication
only their technical competence, in addition, they bring what
Kriegler J once referred to in Du Plessis v De Klerk 1996 (3) SA
850 CC, paragraph 118 as “inarticulate premises, culturally and
historically ingrained”. This is because no judge is capable of
taking himself out of the judgment he writes, however easy it
might have been for him to reach a conclusion. No judge comes
to the table of juridical interpretation empty handed; he comes
armed with both the virtues and fallibilities of being human, as
reflected in the social formula that informed his socialisation as
a human being. No judge therefore is a mere aggregate of his
technical competence or lack of it. All of this must then suggest
that judges are more than their technical competence and, for
the sake of us all, they must indeed be.
A CASE FOR SECTION 174(2)
It is often said that the law in any given country is a product
of the common logic of its people and social tendencies that
acquire, over time, a hardened legal force. This postulation is
correct. However, in a colonial setting, including a post-colonial
one, law often constitutes imposed colonial ideas and notions,
experiences and even conceptions of being. If this is so, what
social value then does this technical experience in private law, as
held by the most competent of the judicial candidates, possess
for our common logic that must inform the law? If this question
is not answered, then the commitment to technical experience
is a mere expedience as opposed to the long term commitment
to the renovations needed for our morally dilapidated colonial
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jurisprudence. The consequence of such a reality, that is,
treating competence as a mere expedience, is just too ghastly to
contemplate. For this reason, it is impossible to view technical
abilities apart from the need for a judiciary that reflects fair
demographics, both in respect of both gender and race.
It must further be emphasised that when section 174(2)
calls for a fair demographic composition of the judiciary, its
physiological appearance is not the concern. Put differently,
when section 174(2) of the Constitution calls for the judiciary to
have a fair representation of blacks and women, it does not do
so because there is shortage of melanin on the bench. It requires
this composition because of the mix of social experiences
and perspectives needed to produce a jurisprudence that is
morally acceptable and accountable to all of us and does not
merely serve the Anglo-Saxon* traditions. There is a terse
acknowledgement of this reality in the paper; hence a link is
made between section 174(2) and the credibility of the judiciary.
Furthermore, section 174(2) makes a correct assumption that
there is already a prior political consensus regarding the need
for the judiciary to reflect broadly a fair demographic balance
between race and gender. That is why the provision is found
in our national covenant that lies at the very foundations of
our Republic. I do not read the section to mean that there is a
natural and fundamental difference between a candidate who
is technically competent and one whose appointment advances
transformation. The two can walk side by side and they often
do in many judicial selections made by the very JSC. Except
if one’s premise is that there is something wrong with the
transformation of the judiciary. The paper does not say so, it
cannot say so.
When the framers of our Constitution saw it as necessary to
enact the provisions of section 174(2), I have no doubt that they
were motivated by the objective that as many social perspectives
as possible ought to be represented in the judiciary, if it is to
be a judiciary for all. That objective remains fundamental for
judicial selection and ought not be downgraded to junk status as
the paper seems to suggest. There are greater social investment
returns to be made in the provision, much more than loss.
Many lawyers in South Africa have been schooled under
the Anglo-Saxon tradition. This means that their methods and
habits of thought have been moulded under such influences.
This reality is often discounted in many engagements about

“Judges do not bring into the process of
judicial adjudication only their technical
competence, in addition, they bring what
Kriegler J once referred to in Du Plessis v
De Klerk 1996 (3) SA 850 CC, paragraph 118
as ‘inarticulate premises, culturally and
historically ingrained’. This is because no
judge is capable of taking himself out of the
judgment he writes, however easy it might
have been for him to reach a conclusion.”
*

The editorial committee asked the author to reconsider the various uses of the
term “Anglo-Saxon” in the piece, and the author remained satisfied with the use
of this term – Ed.
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transformation of the judiciary. The origins of the Anglo-Saxon
traditions as the source of our habit of thought should not easily
be forgotten; it is a derivative of the colonial conquest. I know
there is powerful school of thought even within the judiciary
that holds the Anglo-Saxon tradition is a virtue and not a vice.
The point here is to remind those who propound a technical
experience acquired from the Anglo-Saxon jurisprudence
to remember that as a result of the colonial conquest we lost
that fundamental human virtue called choice, which would
have enabled us to draw from all other social perspectives to
enrich our collective jurisprudence. For this reason, experience
acquired in commercial law, tax and intellectual property law, if
all it represents is the Anglo-Saxon conception of law, admirable
as it might be, is but one side of the story and not the whole
story. This may be the reason our common law is developing
away from the Constitution. In this context, it might be that the
reason the Supreme Court of Appeal and the Constitutional
Court are denuded of skills in commercial law is not because of
more transformation; it is actually because of less.
Our discourses on jurisprudence have often been
characterised by the privileging of Anglo-Saxon tradition and
the castigation of other more organic sources of the law such as
African customary law into the periphery.
Indeed the Roman Dutch law as a significant source of the
Anglo-Saxon tradition has had a right of free passage often
without being interrogated. Delivering the Ernie Wentzel
Memorial lecture many years ago, the late Didcott J had this to
say;
“[the South African version] of the Roman Dutch law is a body
of law which has been mutilated and crippled by legislation and
can only move haltingly, if at all, on many occasion on which it is
summoned to do so. It still supplies sophisticated service to those
who have commercial problems.”
Anyone who sees the jurisprudential affinity between the
suggestion that Roman Dutch law provides a “sophisticated
service” for commercial disputes and the current suggestion
that the Supreme Court and the Constitutional Court are
being denuded of their skill in commercial law is not mistaken
at all. Clearly this skill derives from the fossilised version of
the Roman Dutch law. If it derived from the ability to wed
the Roman Dutch law to some of the pertinent constitutional
injunctions as required by our Constitution, it would not be
called a skill at all.
Delivering the Ebsworth Memorial Lecture a good two
decades after Didcott J, Harms DP in the same mould as Didcott
J stated as follows about Roman Dutch law:
“Our common law was, and still is Roman Dutch law, a system
closely linked to Scots law and suffused by natural law concepts.
Bear in mind its greatest exponent was Hugo Grotius. Our
constitutional law, was English law…”
He continued:
“From those two great systems we inherited a number of basic
rights including equal justice, freedom, freedom of speech, dignity
and rights such as a right to privacy and the like. These rights
were not entrenched. But the judiciary always saw it as its duty to
protect them to the fullest extent possible.”
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Good students of history might wonder where these rights
were when indigenous peoples lost their land under the most
humiliating circumstances. And when their marriages were
given an inferior legal status for no reason other than simply
that they did not fit a preconceived standard of a marriage
in an Anglo-Saxon sense. The above quoted eminent judicial
voices point to a misconceived moral supremacy of the AngloSaxon jurisprudence. The point is that Roman Dutch law
might benefit from certain insights emanating from organic
African customary law, just as both may benefit from insights
provided by the Constitution. What is required is a negotiable
arrangement where none of the latter two is privileged and
both are made to account for any merit they claim to have. If
the skills that are said to be lacking in the Supreme Court of
Appeal and the Constitutional Court are only a sum total of the
Roman Dutch law, as a “great system”, then there is no hope
for the transformative jurisprudence that we are supposed to
build. In fact, any hope for such an effort is illegitimate since it
is meant to solve a problem that does not exist. This cannot be
correct. We need new conceptions of law steeped in the values
of our Constitution and many other traditions represented
in South Africa. Adherents of the Anglo-Saxon school of
jurisprudence have had 300 years of showing us their ability to
build a humanist jurisprudence; the results have not been too
impressive, to say the least.
Happily, there have been voices too that understood the
pitfalls of building a constitutionalist jurisprudence over the
superstructure of the Roman Dutch law. Davis J sounded
alarms bells a long time ago and has warned against our insipid
legal culture with South African lawyers as its unquestioning
adherents.
Jolwana J has made the value of section 174(2) clearer.
Writing in the second issue of the SAJEI Journal and
propounding on the same theme as Judge Cachalia, he said:
“[S]ection 174(2) dovetails with the equality clause in the
Constitution. That clause is transformative in its nature”.
All of this suggests that technical competence is not
constitutionally fulfilled if not matched with the need for a
judiciary that fairly reflects demographics of the country, both
in respect of race and gender. Without section 174(2) being used
as catalyst for judicial selection, the judiciary is constitutionally
suspect and its credibility wanting.
This should not be understood to mean that the JSC has
not made appalling judicial appointments. It has, many times
over. I venture to suggest that even a differently composed JSC,
including the one composed of only lawyers so often touted
as a salvation from the mess of the JSC, would make its own
horrendous appointments. This is because humans are naturally
fallible and no scientific innovation has managed to make them
less so.
Judge Cachalia also suggests that on occasions when
he has been part of the JSC he detected suggestions from
other commissioners which demonstrated that questions
he posed to candidates which tended to show, through
academic commentary, that the two apex courts lacked skills
in commercial law, were not welcome. Given the character of
the JSC as a multi-constituent body, this is understandable.
This, however, takes nothing from the validity of his questions.
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My only hope is that, on such occasions, he insisted on such
questions. This is because it is impossible for a politician to have
a lawyer’s understanding of what constitutes a good judge; this
is the case for a lawyer too.
He further finds fault with questions asked about affiliations
of candidates to various voluntary associations. According to
him, because of this, candidates tend to join these associations
just for the sake of judicial appointments. Again, he does not
mention the individuals in question. Clarity is called for in this
regard as, surely, to search for a candidate with a transformative
mind-set is to search for a candidate who has bothered about
the future of our judiciary and jurisprudence. Joining one of
these associations is, because of their aims and objectives, and
their activities, one of the indications that one bothers about
the future of the judiciary and its transformation and therefore
might provide the necessary transformative mind-set called for
by section 174(2).

CONCLUSION
To conclude, we are constructing a new jurisprudence which
finally represents not only one, but all our social perspectives
and historical experiences; our collective logic. We need
a jurisprudence that helps us fashion a new and a better
civilisation. Section 174(2) is the most fundamental catalyst in
that regard. We must rather increase its constitutional prestige
rather than diminish it. A
Bayethe Maswazi is the Deputy President of the Black Lawyers
Association and he writes here for and behalf of the Black Lawyers
Association and the views expressed here are those of the National
Executive Committee of the Black Lawyers Association.
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covid-19 from the bars

COVID-19
LOOKING
FORWARD
Advocate asked Members
to reflect on how the Bar
would emerge from the
pandemic

GroundUp / Ashraf Hendricks

AFTER THE COVID STORM
IMAGINE
by Sascha e Câmara, Cape Bar
You may say I’m a dreamer but I sure hope I’m not the only one…

A

fter the misery created by the pandemic, it is very easy
to focus on only that and forget how to imagine a bright
future. I have therefore decided to try – here is what I would like
to see for the purposes of life at the Bar:I imagine that, albeit there may have been a delay, everyone
will be paid the fees already earned before 26 March 2020 without
difficulty and that a flow of briefs will begin anew for those who
experienced a drought; that this will lead to a general sense of
ease among the stressed which will be clearly visible on naked
faces after the ceremonial burning of the now mandatory masks.
I imagine that the new IT skills which were forced on us as
a result of the lockdown will be put to good use and expanded
upon; that they will be used to reduce the amount of traffic
usually on the roads to the point that the earth can breathe
more easily along with all of us; that online consultations and
hearings will be retained for suitable matters so that we may
provide more cost-effective service to our clients.
I imagine that the long-anticipated CaseLines system will
reach the Western Cape Division thereby saving many trees in
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lost files as well as many ZAR greenbacks in clients’ pockets!
I imagine that the state referred to as ‘the new normal’
will allow for various ways of working, which will include hot
desking, sharing of chambers and door membership alongside
the antiquated and inefficient traditional model of one office,
one body; that members will be allowed to choose whatever
is most suitable and beneficial for them rather than for the
currently very rigid system.
I imagine that those of us who excitedly rediscovered
outdoor leisure activities after the hard lockdown eased will
keep that fresh sense of appreciation for them even after ‘the
new normal’ is well established; that we will retain that sense of
work/life balance which skewed, at least during the early stages
of lockdown, more towards life than work; that we will continue
to reflect on the insights arrived at during the enforced homebased ‘retreat’ we unexpectedly experienced.
I hope at least some of you are ready and willing to imagine
along with me and perhaps to treat yourselves to the irresistible
smile of Louis Armstrong as he sings What a Wonderful World.

from the bars covid-19

A GEORGE
PERSPECTIVE
by Urice Deetlefs

C

This streamlined one’s practice tremendously. Not only does
your practice continue without interruptions, attorneys and
clients spend no more time in traffic having to travel to court or
counsel’s chambers for consultations.
It was not long before I realised that this way of practice
had the potential of lowering legal fees for clients – no opposed
motion which I did virtually lasted longer than two to three
hours. I do not need to charge a daily fee as I know that I will
have sufficient time left in my day to continue with other work.
I must add that I did not conduct any trial virtually, and
agree that the dynamics of a trial might require the traditional
format; however, in motions, one is bound by what is already
on paper. It is unlikely that a virtual hearing would cause an
outcome different from one in court.
We do not know how long Covid-19 will stay with us, and
we do not know if virtual hearings will still take place once this
pandemic is something of the past. Still, the success of digital
platforms should, in my view, form the basis of discussions
around the renewal of the way we practice law in South Africa.
It goes to accessibility and affordability of justice for the ordinary
person. So much time is wasted by practitioners and clients
purely because a hearing takes place in a courtroom, which is
mostly situated in the major cities. It should possibly also form
the basis of discussions around requirements which the bars
set for membership. The keeping of chambers is sometimes the
practical and financial obstacle that sees members having to
leave the Bar.
It is so that everyone might not like or trust technology and
for this reason prefer the way they practised before Covid-19,
but technology is here to stay and will only improve over
time. Maybe the answer is somewhere in between, where
practitioners and courts are allowed to utilise these platforms
should the circumstances call for it.

Government Communcation and Information System

ovid-19 has without a doubt caused many inconveniences,
but for practitioners with practices away from the major
cities, Covid-19 had an advantage which was welcomed with
open arms.
Some practitioners long to move away from the big cities
and settle themselves in smaller towns or regions in our country.
The problem then becomes the distance they must travel to
courts and the requirement of keeping chambers to remain a
member of a bar.
That is why, a few years back, when I decided to move away
from the city, I settled in George. George has its own bar that
stands in association with the Cape Bar and has a circuit high
court for most part of the year.
To my surprise, my practice in Cape Town remained active
after my departure from Cape Town, causing me to travel much
more than what I anticipated.
Soon I looked to platforms such as Zoom to minimise
my travelling for consultations. Although some practitioners
welcomed the idea, I found that most of my requests to consult
via Zoom or other platforms were met with a “rather tell us
when you are in Cape Town again”.
Suddenly Covid-19 arrived, and we had no other choice
than to use these platforms for communication. To everyone’s
surprise, it worked well, and it was clear that there was no
reason why consultations could not be conducted in this
manner.
That was only the beginning. The courts started to utilise
these platforms as well. It meant very little travelling especially
for practitioners located a distance away from the courts. One
could sit in your office or even at home and conduct hearings
wherever they were taking place.
The judges on circuit in George used these online platforms
as the preferred way of doing all hearings and encouraged the
practitioners to upload their entire files to be accessed digitally.
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covid-19 from the bars

EMERGING FROM
THE COVID STORM
SENIOR MEMBERS
LOOKING FORWARD
by Barbara Vaughan, Cape Bar

T

o approach the experiences and outlooks of members in the
10+ category as a collective would negate, to a large extent,
how truly individual all of our experiences have been. Personal
and home circumstances, the peculiarities of our individual
practices and our chosen areas of practice have played, and will
continue to play, a large role in our experience of and response
to the pandemic in a work context.
Nevertheless, I think there are some general observations
that apply to the more senior members of the Bar. An important
caveat though, for all more junior colleagues who believe that
senior colleagues, simply because they are more senior, are
secure in their work and have sustainable practices: it may
appear so, in many cases it may be so, but often it is not so and
always we don’t feel so.
I think the greatest advantage of being a more senior
practitioner at the Bar through the Covid-19 storm has been
having networks, contacts and collegial friendships firmly in
place, which can sustain you without needing to be present
physically and interacting in order to reinforce and build
connection. It is isolating to work from home – one can easily
feel you are on your own (a feeling which is paradoxically
exacerbated by the close proximity of two young children
“home-schooling” and your “working from home” partner). The
bricks and mortar of chambers do more than house us; they
bind us as colleagues in a profession in a way that is easy to
overlook.
Having been at the Bar for 10+ years, I was able to ride
on a continuity and depth of relationships that did not make
physical presence at chambers an imperative for collegial or
work relationships. I am deeply grateful for this, and sympathise
with those who have not yet been here long enough for these
to become entrenched. While I think this effect has a shelflife and a return to chambers is inevitably necessary in the
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interests of the profession, it has definitely contributed to a
realisation among many senior practitioners, and particularly
silks with whom I have worked, that they could and would like
to work more from home, in the future. I think there will be
fundamental shifts in how chambers are used and occupied by
more senior members of the Bar as a result.
The pandemic also provided necessary impetus for changing
how we work – something one instinctively resists when
comfortable and settled. Many of the more senior practitioners
have been forced to embrace new technologies, online research
and digital solutions that hard copy briefs, secretaries and
entrenched traditions have been able to keep safely at bay.
Remarkably, it seems to have happened, for most, quite
painlessly. The extent to which new working methodologies
are embraced and how many of the older systems will continue
after the pandemic remains to be seen, but the sense is that there
are certainly more options available as to how one could choose
to practice.
Over the course of the pandemic, many senior colleagues
took the opportunity to return to chambers as soon as the
lockdown regulations permitted it. Others chose to continue
working from home. The choices that have been made by
each of us are obviously informed by a number of personal
and particular considerations. But across the board, Covid-19
has certainly given us all an opportunity to reassess what we
thought we knew about how we need to work in order to be
able to deliver a professional service and to maintain cohesion
as a profession. I think it is important to consciously take some
of these realisations forward to ensure that we can organise
the Bar in such a way that maximises the flexibility that has
been introduced while cementing systems and structures that
continue to serve us as a collective and a profession.

from the bars covid-19

EMERGING FROM
COVID
A JUNIOR MEMBER’S
PERSPECTIVE
by Patrick Wainwright, Advocate at the Cape Bar, 0 years in

W

e are all going through an unprecedented crisis. But this is
particularly precarious for us baby juniors with fledgling
practices, trying to take to the skies. The fear, so common among
advocates that it needs a name, is heightened among new
practitioners: the fear of not being briefed; of staring into the
briefless abyss; of wandering around sans briefs.
Part of the fear is the uncertainty: where will the next brief
come from? Where do briefs come from? How do you get your
name out there? Part of the generally known strategy, prior
to this Covid calamity, was to ‘show face’, to knock on doors
and introduce yourself to members of the Bar. An encouraged
practice, which was both daunting and effective. A tradition
that has many benefits: it creates a sense of community, which
in turn keeps us honest but also supported. It was also a means
of ‘putting oneself out there’ to be pulled in on briefs. However,
as a direct result of the Covid-19 contagion, we have been
discouraged from even attending chambers let alone knocking
on doors of senior counsel.
For a brief moment prior to all things Covid, we baby juniors
experienced the collegiality of walking down Keerom, robes
swishing in the South Easter, waving to fellow colleagues, of
lift-side niceties, and coffee shop banter. As we work more and
more online, the future of these modes of collegiality appears
bleak. How do we maintain a sense of community? How do
we recreate that environment in the virtual space? Is it even
possible? Like wind-swept, sleep-deprived, rain-drenched
survivors of a storm, we are wondering around with more
questions than answers, peering at the horizon for a ray of hope.
Perhaps we should accept that the community will be in a
collegial coma for some time to come but hold onto hope that
it will reawaken as life slowly returns to normal (or something
like it). And as it does, we implore our seasoned colleagues
(who have weathered many a storm) to help keep collegiality
alive. Let’s endeavour to resurrect practices like lunchtime talks,
pub quizzes, cocktails functions and floor teas whilst practising
safe social distancing. Where it is not possible to do so, let us
recreate these forms of collegiality online. (A poor facsimile of
the real thing, but better than nothing.) And perhaps we can be
imaginative and think up new modes. For example, Rudi van
Rooyen SC created a blog during lockdown aimed at staying
in touch with members of the junior bar by means of sharing
snippets of legal info and offering an understanding ear for
those times when not even the dog wants to listen to you anymore.
With efforts like this, and those described above, we will be able
to maintain that sense of community which enticed many of us
to join the Bar in the first place. A
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covid-19 bar survey

COVID-19

BAR SURVEY #2
For a second time during the Covid-19 pandemic,
Advocate checked in with members, this time asking
if things had improved with the easing of the lockdown.
Here are their responses.

Bar Cape Bar
Seniority 2019
Race White
Gender Male
The frequency of new briefs decreased
by 50–60% within the first month of
lockdown. As the lockdown eased, there
was a slight increase in workflow but
nothing material. The most significant
and lasting impact for me is the almost
complete loss of easy access to senior
practitioners for guidance. This is mostly
because they are all at home and phone/
email communications with them is
just that much more intrusive than an
informal visit to chambers, or speaking to
them in the corridor/street.

Bar Johannesburg Bar
Seniority 2017
Race White
Gender Male
Initially the Covid-19 lockdown gave me
an opportunity to complete the backlog
of drafting I had. During lockdown
(hard) I had a few criminal matters and
some urgent applications. From the 4th of
May 2020, I was able to resume “normal
practice”.
There is a definite change in the
matters l am briefed on. The attorneys
and clients simply do not have the
finances to litigate; attorneys are
attempting to do the work that they
ordinarily would brief me on themselves.
There is a drastic decline in unopposed
divorce briefs because matters are
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decided on paper with no evidence led
by the plaintiff.
With the advent of Microsoft Teams
court appearances, many attorneys are
doing some of the motions themselves as
matters were being dealt with on papers
alone. However, there are more judges
who do want submissions made to them
and some attorneys are briefing me to do
those appearances again.
Even though I am receiving
unopposed briefs, there are not as many
as there were prior to lockdown.
I have had to upskill, improvise and
hold myself out to attorneys as being
available to accept any work they wish
to give. I have mastered the CaseLines
system therefore being able to advise
attorneys on the procedure, glitches and
operation of the system.
Payment from attorneys has been
slow. With the easing of lockdown, I
have seen some improvement with more
matters I am briefed on. Attorneys are
much more price conscious.

Bar Johannesburg Bar
Seniority 2018 but practised
as an attorney for 30+
years.
Race White
Gender Male
I exclusively practise in labour and
employment law. My practice has virtually
come to a standstill with about one to two
days’ of work per month. I am thus barely
covering my overheads. The easing of the
lockdown has not benefited my practice.

Bar Johannesburg Bar
Seniority 2020
Race African
Gender Female
Lockdown affected me extremely badly, I
had no clients to work with as I was new
in practice. It is extremely difficult to get
clients, with courts working remotely. For
the people who are in the entry level of
the profession, there is no contact with
attorneys in order for us to introduce
ourselves. There is no opportunity
to observe proceedings for learning
purposes. What is worse, we had to pay
for chambers. Though we got help, it
was not enough for beginners who were
starting practices and had no clients. It
was a bad year and a bad start. Clients
were also in lockdown, so there was no
easy way to reach them for introductions.
Work is starting to come in slowly as
the lockdown starts to relax. Grant help
from LPC came in very late and would
not be of much help with the criteria set.
It also is not enough to cover even one
instalment to pay for chambers.

bar survey covid-19
Bar Johannesburg Bar
Seniority Silk (2011)
Race White
Gender Male
The initial lockdown had the effect that
April and May fees ended up about 7580% of what would have been typical.
June, July and August were then pretty
normal. This was to an extent due to the
fact that a substantial amount of Covid
related work substituted for what would
otherwise have been appearances or
litigious paperwork, and my practice
has always had a strong opinion-based
dimension that was not negatively
affected, but rather substantially
augmented, by the pandemic. April and
August holidays that are undertaken in
normal years were made impossible by
the pandemic, which was positive from
an earning point of view. Also, substantial
commitments for later in the year were
not affected by the pandemic; it was just
a matter of dealing with them differently
(i.e. remotely). Appearances were
disrupted, and some postponements
occurred that would not have occurred
but for Covid, but otherwise matters,
including a substantial arbitration
and some court proceedings, were
successfully conducted over Zoom. I have
been working exclusively from home,
although some Zoom appearances were
conducted from chambers. The absence
of the dynamics of daily interaction with
fellow group members has been the
main loss. Some important group-related
interactions could be conducted over
Zoom. I think one of the main casualties
of the pandemic at the Bar will be the
cohesion and collegiality, especially
within groups, that made up such an
important part of the daily professional
life of many advocates in Johannesburg.
I hope these can return before too long
to something like the levels they enjoyed
before the pandemic, but I fear they
would have suffered some irreparable
harm.

Bar Johannesburg Bar
Seniority 2017
Race African
Gender Male
Immediately after the easing of the
lockdown my largely general commercial
and predominately motion practice
gradually recovered and thankfully with
the quick adjustment of our courts to
hear matters through online facilities,
I resumed appearances in unopposed,
opposed and urgent motions.
One of the two notable boosts that
assisted the relatively prompt recovery of
my practice and for which I am grateful,
is that in late-May, I was brought into a
big arbitration that ran for a couple of
weeks by one of the benevolent silks at
my group who had initially required my
devilling research assistance. Through
his urging, the attorneys formally briefed
me to assist him on a discrete issue in the
arbitration.
The second notable boost was a brief
in mid-June in an urgent application
which kept me gainfully employed for a
couple of weeks within the high-stakes,
demanding, intense yet rewarding
environment of urgent applications.
I am very grateful that from Juneonwards, my regular attorneys resumed
briefing me in work that I regard as
my bread-and-butter and the work has
significantly picked up since.
Although, my practice still has a
cashflow lag due to the dry season
brought by the pandemic, it is well on
its way to full recovery by God’s grace.
For the sustainability of my practice,
like most, I had to make adjustments
financially and thanks to the buffering
provisions made by my group on group
fees, my immediate cashflow challenges
will soon be a thing of the past.

Bar KZN Bar
Seniority 2018
Race Indian
Gender Male
The lockdown has had a significant
impact on my practice and life. As a
junior, the delays in payments from
attorneys has caused significant financial
strain on me, making it difficult for me
to honour my obligations which include
Group fees, and rental.
Naturally, this also has had a negative
impact on payments toward my personal
living expenses including home rental.
I now have started receiving work
and hope there will be a significant
improvement in the payment of fees.

Bar KZN Durban Bar
Seniority 1973
Race White
Gender Male
There has been a vast increase in
the use of remote conferencing and
less interaction with colleagues with
an unfortunate deterioration of the
collegiality that typified the Bar.

Bar Pretoria Bar
Seniority 2014
Race Coloured
Gender Female
My experience with this pandemic
has been horrifying to say the least. At
the start, my practice shut down in its
entirety and there were no payments
received for at least two months and
when payments eventually came the
debts that were waiting could not be
satisfied. This situation has not improved,
I am constantly searching for work and
praying for payments and barely treading
water. I am still not able to keep up with
payments and constantly fear that my
practice will shut down for good. There
has not been much assistance from
colleagues or the Bar itself. Everyone
wants their payments but do not grasp
the fact that as much as they want theirs,
I too want mine. I am surviving only by
faith and the grace of God. A
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LAW
MATTERS
By Franny Rabkin

Judges Matter

T

here is a category of strange behaviour that my group
of friends calls “corona madness” – behaviour that is
uncharacteristic, that we cannot really explain, but we forgive,
because well, it’s been nuts hasn’t it? We have been anxious, we
have been scared, we have lost loved ones. We have been unable
to hug each other. We have been struggling financially. We have
been home-schooling (please God, never, ever again). These
damn masks.
Corona madness covers a broad range of behaviour – from
mildly puzzling, to really rather bizarre to outright traumatic.
Why, for example, did we all become obsessed with dombolo
and sourdough starters when we could still buy bread in the
shops? How about the people who would get apoplectic with
their neighbour for jogging in the street, but in the very next
moment be ordering bootleg cigarettes?
There was the collective moment of corona madness when
the entire nation lost its mind over booze. I am tempted to
attribute a certain lockdown judgment to a moment of corona
madness. Tempted, but I know Frank will make noises about
commenting on matters that are still pending before the courts.
So I will keep schtum until the SCA says so.
There was – in the early stages of the pandemic – that letter
from Chief Justice Mogoeng Mogoeng to Justice Minister Ronald
Lamola when Lamola tried to consult him over directives for
the closure of courts. In the letter Mogoeng said the request for
consultation was “arguably comparable to a situation where the
executive takes a vehicle that belongs to the judiciary, drives
it to a destination of its choice, then seeks to offer a lift to the
judiciary on the terms determined by the executive itself ”.
But, he added, the judiciary appreciated that “these
challenges arise within the context of the executive trying to
do the best they can to secure the well-being of us all, under
extremely trying circumstances”.
It seems the Chief Justice was himself making allowances for
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corona madness. But it looks like the pressure was also getting
to him a little with all this talk of vehicles and lifts.
However, if the letter is indicative of something deeper – a
long-term inability to cooperate and give leadership during a
crisis – this is not something we can easily wave away lightheartedly as corona madness, as we will be living with its effects
for months, maybe years to come. We are still to get to grips
with the full picture of what the closure of the courts has meant
for the legal profession but, more importantly, for access to
justice. How bad are the backlogs, I wonder. How many lawyers
didn’t make it through the pandemic? What has it meant for the
fair trial rights of criminal accused, especially those who were
denied bail? My preliminary sense is that much has depended
on individual courts and in some divisions even on individual
judges. It should not have been that way.
Then there was the tweet from the public protector to my
colleague Karyn Maughan. She was reporting – ie just doing her
job – on a court case involving the public protector and tweeted
a link to her report.
To which the public protector – the WHOLE public protector,
the head of a chapter nine constitutional institution whose
dignity we are all by law required to uphold and protect – said
this:

law matters
Reporters don’t choose headlines or photos. Maybe not
everyone knows this, but the public protector – who is in the
media almost daily – certainly should. If we are lucky and there
is time, like if we are writing for a weekly publication, we get to
see the headline and photos beforehand and we can negotiate
with the powers that be to change them. For an online report,
like the one Karyn was posting a link to, that luxury is almost
never there. Busisiwe Mkhwebane knows this or she should.
And then this bizarre business about reporting positively
on women during August? To demand that a journalist put
a positive spin on a report about you because it is women’s
month is laughable and frankly, an insult to the women who
marched to the Union Buildings in 1956 to protest the carrying
of passbooks. In a time when gender-based violence was
spiraling, where the economic effects of the pandemic were
disproportionately affecting women, it was contemptible.
But just when I thought we were over the worst, pandemicwise and madness wise, came the maddest of all. This cannot be
put down to corona madness, it is far too distressing for that. I’m
still reeling in shock from the report that Western Cape Judge
President John Hlophe is alleged to have taken out a hit – an
assassination – on his deputy Patricia Goliath.
This allegation has so stunned me that even as I chase the
increasingly bizarre story, I keep pausing and asking myself: But
no man, can this really be true? How did we get here?
I will never forget when I started out as a reporter – 13
years ago – what a huge shock it was when we first learnt
that all the then justices of the Constitutional Court had laid
a misconduct complaint against Judge Hlophe at the Judicial
Service Commission. We were aghast at the idea that any judge,
let alone a whole judge president, would seek to influence the
outcome of a pending judgment at the highest court and that

it was alleged that he claimed to have been sent there with “a
mandate”. Worse if the allegations were untrue because then it
would mean that a whole bench of the highest court would lie
about a colleague on a lower court. Horrible, horrible.
Those were more innocent times it seems.
As that complaint went unresolved for 12 years – and
remains so as I write – I have pondered what that means for the
rule of law. Was the drama of 2008 only of historical significance?
After all, if Hlophe JP did try to influence the Constitutional
Court, he didn’t succeed. That court has done ok, all things
considered. And the Western Cape High Court was doing ok,
I thought. It even had a reputation for being one of the more
efficient divisions.
Well. That was until the new complaint early this year by
Goliath DJP and his counter complaint. Judge Goliath has made
a number of complaints against Judge Hlophe, the most serious
of which, at least to the chair of the Judicial Conduct Committee,
seems to be that he is alleged to have assaulted Judge Mushtak
Parker and sworn at and horribly mistreated Goliath. And
then – because Parker seemed to give conflicting versions about
whether the judge president assaulted him or not – 10 other
judges of the division have been pulled into the sorry sordid
mess.
It beggars belief that it could get worse. But it actually
does, because then there was the allegation – made in a real
official, albeit preliminary, report of the Judicial Inspectorate
of Correctional Services – that Hlophe had taken a hit out on
Goliath’s life.
This is being investigated by the police. Journalists are also
investigating further. So perhaps the less said about this, the
better for now.
Madness? It feels so. Corona madness? Sadly not. A
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Fly

on the wall …

A

nd so Fly once again had the
privilege, for a few weeks, of
participating in his game from the
referee’s seat. But this time, he went
nowhere near a court building. How
weird to be sitting robed, day in and
day out, in his study at home, hearing
cases, with the vacuum cleaner sounding
in the background (or the drone of the
generator during the finest hours of our
semi-public utility), and other familiar
tones of quotidian domesticity apparently
protesting that this was, somehow, just
too strange not to notice. And yet, it all
worked remarkably well, despite the
best efforts of the utility to turn it all into
some bizarre arcade game. Well enough
that Fly is now, back in the more familiar
role of player on the pitch, engaged in a
never-ending trial with some witnesses
several thousands of kilometres away,
and participants interacting from about
half a dozen different locations at once.
Yes, at times the technology fires off the
odd torpedo (especially when aided and
abetted by the dear utility), but, on the
whole, it works so well that, like countless
millions others on this globe, Fly catches
himself wondering why the efficacy of
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doing it this way more often did not
suggest itself before, without being the
product of a need to avoid killing others
or being killed by coming too near to, or
breathing on, each other.
If one leaves aside the several respects
in which remote access and CaseLines
cannot always cater for the needs and
vicissitudes of every forensic eventuality,
and forgets the challenges of rendering
the proceedings, and access to them,
public without entailing session-bombing
risks, there is a further question: Does
not our process, as part of our politics,
in some sense require real human
interaction in a ritualised setting of a
kind that simply cannot be adequately
replicated in two dimensions? When
one attends a play, the reality of three
dimensions and of human interaction is a
core part of the medium, worlds removed
from the two dimensions of the screen,
even if rendered live. And so it seems to
be also with some of the ritual we have
built into our process of rendering justice.
At some level, this process, at the heart of
the workings of our state, calls for people
– judge, litigant, counsel, public – to be in
the same physical space, interacting with

each other as much as with the mechanics
of the process. Precisely how much this is
so, or will remain so if it is, is impossible
to say. But it does seem as if the majesty of
the process ends up diminished in some
ineffable way, potentially to the detriment
of its political value, by flattening it all
and removing the participants from a
shared space.
For now, however, we can but marvel
at the extent to which we have managed,
and appear capable of continuing to
manage, to render this process adequately
without the shared physical space and
the nuances of three dimensions. At
the very least, it has proved to be a
fascinating experiment, and, if we close
our eyes to the misery that caused it,
quite an adventure too. What we have
learnt is amazing. How quickly too. We
adapt, our species, with prodigious, even
disconcerting, alacrity. This is how we
conquered the world, and also how and
why we seem to be destroying it with
alarming acceleration. We have evolved
to do, do, do, come what may. But we also
have a unique faculty to reflect. To stop
doing for a little while. And to appreciate
the extraordinary weirdness of it all. A

